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Summary
Vulnerable seniors are prone to developing abnormal or pathological dental conditions. This is a greater
concern for seniors living in long-term care residences, where the detection and treatment of dental
conditions is often delayed. Assessment of oral health and its components by general health care
professionals like physicians and nurses is therefore essential. This process makes it possible to detect
abnormal oral conditions in frail seniors earlier and to direct the patients to oral health professionals in
a timely manner. The key goal of this systematic review is to identify existing oral health assessment
tools used by non-dental professionals and intended for use with frail seniors aged 65 and over. The
review was conducted based on the PRISMA production criteria, which were designed for drafting
systematic reviews. The Medline (PubMed and Ovid), Embase, Cochrane Library, CINAHL (EBSCO),
Ageline (EBSCO), Web of science and Google scholar databases were consulted to identify the studies
to be included in this review. The key words oral health assessments, non-dental healthcare
professionals, older people (65+) and their synonyms were entered into the database search engines.
Two revisewers carried out the study selection process independently. The psychometric properties of
the tools were examined using the assessment elements from the COSMIN checklist. In total,
4,033 studies were identified, but only 15 of them were selected for analysis purposes. The 15 selected
tools primarily assessed the state of oral structures, prosthodontics, oral pain, dental and prosthodontic
hygiene, oral functions and quality of life with respect to oral health. The tools contained between 2
and 12 assessment categories or parameters that were scored on a scale of two to five points.
Examiner training was required to administer 12 of the tools. Ten tools suggested one-time
interventions when examiners detected abnormal oral conditions following participant assessments.
The methodological quality of the studies according to the psychometric properties of tools was deemed
doubtful in most cases. Only the BOHSE, OHAT and ROAG seemed to be the most complete tools for
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assessing the condition of oral structures and prosthodontics. DHR also appeared to be an appropriate
tool for assessing dental and prosthodontic hygiene. Despite their limitations and shortcomings, these
four tools appear to be valid and reliable in assessing oral health in vulnerable seniors. The results for
tools assessing oral function and quality of life related to oral health were not conclusive, since the
assessment parameters used by the tools were based on subjective assessments. No identified tool
met all the criteria that would allow for individual screening for oral structure and health component
abnormalities in the target population by non-dental healthcare professionals. We then recommended
the design of an individual oral health screening tool for persons suffering loss of autonomy, for use by
non-dental healthcare professionals. It should be based on assessing oral structures and other oral
health components by means of images with accompanying brief written descriptions.
An individual screening oral health assessment tool (ISOHAT) for persons suffering loss of autonomy,
consisting of ten items to be assessed and supported by key words, was developed for use by nondental healthcare professionals. Items assessing the state of oral structures, components of oral health
and prosthodontics are assigned one of three levels: normal condition; mild to moderate abnormal
condition; and severe abnormal condition. A rigorous process involving oral health experts was
implemented to select images for inclusion in the tool. An assessment sheet, intervention guide, and a
description of the conditions of use were developed to accompany the tool
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Introduction
In Canada, the oral health of vulnerable seniors is a concern. Many suffer from loss of autonomy, which
impedes their ability to perform adequate daily oral care. This limitation, coupled with other factors
stemming from loss of autonomy, leaves them prone to developing abnormal oral conditions. Late
detection of these oral conditions, obstacles to accessing care in a dental office, and the scarcity of
dental care provision in institutions and home care settings often mean delays in treating abnormal oral
conditions. This means frail seniors more often suffer from tooth decay with root involvement, untreated
dental abscesses, broken or missing fillings, and broken tooth edges causing mucosal injury. Early
detection of these abnormal conditions would make it possible to ensure treatment while limiting the
extent and complexity of the treatments required to restore adequate oral health.

Because the number of professionals providing oral health care in nursing homes and home care
settings is limited, and because this population needs more frequent oral assessments, it makes sense
to involve non-dental healthcare professionals who provide daily care to frail seniors. However, these
professionals may have limited knowledge of oral health. To enable them to screen for abnormal oral
conditions, they need clear, simple screening tools and training to support them in carrying out this
task.

The objectives of this report, which will be submitted to the Office of the Chief Dental Officer of Canada,
are to:
1. Describe the state of oral health of Canada’s seniors through a careful and methodical
examination of the evidence;
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2. Conduct a critical review of the scientific literature to identify and classify, in order of
importance, the key factors in oral health deterioration among frail seniors in Canada;
3. Identify the various existing tools for assessing oral health in seniors and examine those
developed for people aged 65 and over, that are to be administered by non-dental
professionals, and that could be applied or adapted to the population of vulnerable seniors in
Canada;
4. Determine whether a single accurate, reliable, valid tool exists for detecting abnormal oral
conditions in seniors;
5. Develop or adapt an initial version of a tool for assessing oral health in seniors that is quick
and easy to use, can be administered by non-dental healthcare professionals, can be used in
nursing homes or home care settings, and that will enable early treatment thanks to the
interventions set out in a guide prepared in this report and allow early detection of abnormal
oral conditions.

This report is divided into four sections, which will make it possible to achieve the stated objectives in
a structured and orderly manner.

Section I of the report provides a snapshot of the state of knowledge of oral health in Canada’s
vulnerable seniors. The key factors in oral health deterioration in that population are also addressed.
This section concludes with the relevance of and need for improving oral health in vulnerable seniors
through early screening for abnormal oral conditions and quicker treatment of these conditions.

Section II includes a systematic review of the tools for assessing seniors’ oral health that are
administered by non-dental healthcare professionals. The review identified and analyzed the various
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tools in existence worldwide and made it possible to determine whether any of them have the properties
needed for early detection of oral abnormalities. The systematic review was also useful in analyzing
the tools’ strengths and weaknesses to arrive at a design for a tool that has the qualities needed to
meet the stated objectives.

Section III presents the illustrated tool for assessing oral health in seniors, which was developed to be
administered by non-dental healthcare professionals. This section also includes the elements and
aspects associated with its design, a document on the tool’s conditions of use, and an intervention
guide on actions to take once abnormal oral conditions are detected.

Lastly, section IV presents the conclusions drawn from the report that will help vulnerable seniors
achieve better oral health through early detection of abnormal oral conditions by non-dental healthcare
professionals.
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Section I: State of Knowledge
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1.1. Snapshot of the senior population in Canada today

Aging can be defined as a process that, from a physiological and cognitive standpoint, progressively
transforms an adult in good health into an adult in diminished health. The process is accompanied by
growing vulnerability to assault, illness and, ultimately, death.(1) It is important to note that aging is not
necessarily a pathological process. In fact, aging varies from person to person, as it is affected by a
number of organic, psychological, behavioural and social factors. How these factors interact
determines whether a person ages in good health or experiences a deterioration of their overall
condition.

Population aging is accelerating worldwide, particularly in developed countries with low birth rates, like
Canada. In recent years, there has been a sustained increase in the number of seniors in Canada. In
2010, Canada had 4.8 million seniors, making up 14.1% of the Canadian population.(2) In 2019, there
were 6.6 million seniors in Canada, or 17.5% of the total population.(3) The soaring senior population
numbers can be explained in part by dropping birth rates and longer life expectancies.(3)

Population aging has brought with it a rise in the incidence of health problems. In Canada, the most
common chronic illnesses among seniors are high blood pressure, osteoarthritis, ischemic heart
disease, osteoporosis, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Data shows that more than a third
of seniors suffer from two or more chronic diseases.(3) Living with a number of diseases can affect the
senior’s activities of daily living, reduce their quality of life, and increase their mortality risk. Multiple
health problems in seniors can give rise to other potentially harmful effects, such as chronic use of
multiple medications, which are associated with a high risk of inappropriate use and side effects.(3)
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1.2. Bidirectional link between oral health and overall health

Oral health and overall health are interrelated in several ways. Systemic diseases and the side effects
of their treatments can have a negative impact on the individual’s oral health, which can then harm
overall health.

Numerous studies have shown that poor oral health is associated with the development or aggravation
of diseases like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and respiratory infections. For example, bacteria
from dental plaque, also called dental biofilm, and its toxins can migrate from the mouth to the
bloodstream, causing generalized inflammatory reactions. These reactions can thus contribute to
arterial blockages and heart valve damage, leaving the person vulnerable to heart disease. With
respect to poor oral health and diabetes, periodontal disease can develop with poorly controlled blood
sugar or glycemic imbalances in people with diabetes. Conversely, untreated periodontal disease can
cause systemic inflammatory reactions that can, in turn, lead to glycemic imbalances. In the case of
lung infections, orogastric secretions containing bacteria from the mouth or excess plaque that builds
up on teeth and removable prosthodontics can be aspirated and cause aspiration pneumonia or worsen
existing lung infections. This is particularly common among seniors aged 75 and over who are
bedridden, severely frail, and suffering from multiple systemic illnesses.(4–7)

Oral diseases have both a physiological and psychosocial impact. For example, persons with poor oral
health often suffer from difficulty chewing as well as pain in the temporomandibular joint, chewing
muscles and deficient oral structures. These individuals also have other oral symptoms that can lead
to communication and social interaction issues. Seniors who report oral problems seem more prone to
withdraw from socializing.(8)
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Deficient oral health can also cause difficulty eating, as it can diminish chewing capacity, alter the sense
of taste, and affect swallowing. In turn, these factors can lead to nutritional deficiencies, since the
person will tend to modify the type of foods they eat while also eating less. Over time, the decline in
food quantity and quality can lead to acute or chronic malnutrition. This can have significant morbid
effects and raise the risk of infection and associated mortality.(9–11)

1.3. Key factors in the deterioration of oral health in seniors

The main factor in deteriorating oral health in seniors is the loss of functional autonomy. As we will see
below, functional impairments interfere with daily oral care, which leads to more accumulation of
bacterial plaque. Some drugs used to treat the conditions that led to the loss of autonomy also reduce
saliva production. Together, these processes foster the development of oral diseases and contribute
to deteriorating oral health. Other factors also affect the maintenance of oral health; these are mainly
related to barriers to accessing professional dental care and a lack of oral health knowledge on the part
of caregivers looking after frail seniors.

1.3.1. Loss of autonomy

To better understand loss of autonomy, we must first define the concept of functional autonomy. A
person’s functional autonomy is determined by their ability to carry out activities of daily living, like
preparing meals, eating, bathing, dressing and brushing one’s teeth. These daily activities are
necessary for survival, well-being, and social participation.
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Loss of autonomy is therefore defined as a difficulty or inability to independently carry out activities of
daily living. Loss of autonomy is part of an evolving process. At first, loved ones compensate for it by
providing care in the home setting or adapting the living environment to the person’s limitations. Over
time, the person becomes entirely dependent on third parties to carry out these daily tasks. Once
resources become insufficient, the person has to move to a setting that provides greater supervision
and offers care tailored to the person’s loss of autonomy. This type of care is provided by nursing
homes.(12,13)

There are two types of loss of autonomy: cognitive and physical.

1.3.1.i.a. Loss of cognitive autonomy

Loss of cognitive autonomy is defined as an evolving, irreversible process during which the person
experiences a gradual deterioration of their functional autonomy because of changing or declining
cognition (neurocognitive disorder). Although loss of functional autonomy and neurocognitive disorders
are considered two separate processes, they progress simultaneously over time. Loss of cognitive
autonomy is caused by neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s disease and frontotemporal,
mixed or vascular dementia.(14)

1.3.1.i.b. Impact of loss of cognitive autonomy on oral health

Loss of cognitive autonomy has a negative impact on oral health. For example, the person suffering
from a neurocognitive disorder can sometimes neglect their daily oral care by performing it
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incompletely, forgetting to brush altogether or keeping their removable prosthodontics in during the
night, without cleaning them. This results in severe build-up of dental plaque.(15)

During the evolving process of the loss of cognitive autonomy, the person develops significant
impairments with regards to recognizing and identifying objects and their associated functions. As a
result, the person will no longer recognize familiar items, like toothbrushes, denture brushes, and
toothpaste. Daily oral care gets neglected because the person can no longer recognize the object itself
or its use. The sufferer may also fail to recognize known faces, including those of loved ones and
caregivers. As the neurocognitive disorder progresses, the person may become incapable of carrying
out motor tasks, although in some cases, motor functions remain intact. This means that at a certain
stage of autonomy loss, the sufferer will no longer be able to perform daily oral hygiene, even if they
still have the physical ability to do so.(15–17)

All the changes related to loss of cognitive autonomy lead to heavy plaque build-up, which in turn
causes cavities, abscesses, periodontal disease and, ultimately, tooth loss. In people who have had
their teeth removed and wear removable prosthodontics, there is often a heavy build-up of food debris
and plaque on their removable prosthodontics. Sub-prosthetic candidiasis is common in this population
owing to nighttime denture wearing and poor cleaning.(18–20)

The drugs used to treat neurocognitive disorders have a significant anticholinergic effect, which
decreases saliva production and raises the patient’s risk of tooth decay. Some antipsychotic drugs
used to control the behavioural symptoms of neurodegenerative diseases decrease saliva production
and can cause side effects in the form of repetitive, involuntary muscle spasms of the face and tongue.
This abnormal muscle activity is known as tardive dyskinesia.(21,22)
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Because the patient’s ability to record, store and retrieve information is reduced during cognitive
autonomy loss, individuals may forget their dental appointments or fail to follow pre- and post-operative
dental care instructions.(14,23)

Those suffering from neurocognitive disorders often have impaired judgement and reasoning ability,
meaning that they may not feel the need to receive dental care. As a result, they use fewer dental
services, and dental problems can develop or worsen. In some cases, the person simply does not
realize that they have dental problems, when this would be obvious to anyone else.(23)

Advanced neurocognitive disorders are accompanied by behavioural disorders that take various forms,
including refusal of care, impaired ability to cooperate, and aggressive reactions. When assessing oral
health in an individual with loss of cognitive autonomy, the dental professional may have trouble
examining the oral structures, which can make it difficult to identify tissue abnormalities, lesions and
other issues.(24)

1.3.1.ii.a. Loss of physical autonomy

Loss of physical autonomy stems from functional impairments caused by musculoskeletal disorders,
such as arthritis, osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and trauma sequelae, including fall-related bone
fractures. Mobility issues, which take the form of difficulty moving about and an increased risk of
accidental falls, are observed during loss of physical autonomy. Neurological issues can also lead to
loss of physical autonomy. These can include Parkinson’s disease, peripheral neuropathy and, in rarer
cases, multiple sclerosis, which generally affects young adults. People suffering from these conditions
experience more fine motor issues and eventually gross motor issues.(25)
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The causes of loss of physical autonomy can also be metabolic. Malnutrition, diabetes and renal failure
can cause a variety of complications that lead to functional disabilities and eventual loss of autonomy.
For example, diabetes can cause complications like retinopathy and neuropathy. These lead to vision,
dexterity and mobility issues. Cardiovascular disease also causes conditions that lead to loss of
autonomy. These diseases limit the sufferer’s ability to walk, leaving them out of breath, making their
heart race, and causing exercise intolerance. Strokes can also lead to a range of sequelae, including
hemiplegia (paralysis of one side of the body).(26)

1.3.1.ii.b. Impact of loss of physical autonomy on oral health

When they are losing physical autonomy, the person has increasing difficulty carrying out daily tasks
owing to failing manual dexterity. This means they have trouble performing daily dental care. Tooth
brushing, denture cleaning, and flossing become complex or impossible tasks.(17)

Mobility issues and difficulty standing also mean limited access to the sink. The person suffering loss
of physical autonomy will therefore need assistance with completing or performing daily dental care. If
this care is not done, dental plaque and tartar can build up and cause a variety of oral diseases.(17,27)

As loss of physical autonomy progresses, visits to oral health professionals become less frequent
because getting to the dental office is much more complicated for the sufferer.
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1.3.2. Difficulty accessing professional dental care

Fair access to professional oral care for all Canadians is essential to diagnosing, preventing and
treating abnormal oral conditions, as well as maintaining optimal oral health.(28) Nonetheless, a minority
of people in Canada report having trouble accessing professional dental care. This minority is made
up of socially and economically vulnerable populations for whom oral care in a private office is often
inaccessible.(29) These vulnerable populations include frail seniors.

Frail seniors who do not have access to regular professional dental care have poor oral health.
Moreover, they are often at greater risk of developing abnormal oral conditions.(28,29) In Canada, a large
number of seniors encounter barriers to accessing oral care, either because they lose dental insurance
coverage when they retire, their income is too limited to cover professional dental care, or they are in
poor overall health.(3,30)

Another contributing factor to the senior population’s limited access to professional dental care is the
small number of dental professionals with the specific knowledge and skills needed to treat seniors
suffering from loss of autonomy or complex medical conditions. To treat this vulnerable population, oral
health professionals have to have medical, dental and pharmaceutical knowledge to plan treatments
and provide care as part of a dental practice that revolves around the needs of seniors. In Canada
currently, there are few dental professionals trained to treat seniors suffering from loss of autonomy or
complex medical conditions.

It is interesting to note that a number of senior-specific factors limit their use of dental care. First, a
segment of the senior population sees no use or need for oral health care, which limits their access to
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professional dental care.(30,31) This is most obvious among seniors living in nursing homes. Cognitive
issues in this population may alter their judgment, thus diverting their attention from oral care. They
tend to express needs after the fact, once they begin experiencing pain, discomfort and other issues.
These situations involve delayed requests for dental consultations, and once these finally take place,
complex interventions are often required to treat abnormal oral conditions.(31)

Second, most frail seniors have limited tolerance for interventions, which means they have little desire
to consult an oral health professional. Anxiety, concerns, fear of new situations, and prior negative
experiences can also influence their willingness to obtain professional dental care. (30)

Third, in a situation involving nursing home residents with loss of cognitive or physical autonomy,
imperatives around getting to a dental office are often fraught with concern. Some seniors prefer to
avoid these types of situations, which limits their opportunities to see oral health professionals for
curative care. For frail seniors in the home setting, getting to a dental office requires additional effort
on the caregiver’s part, both in terms of planning the appointment and getting there on the day of the
appointment, which often means that follow-up appointments are dropped and only dental emergencies
are dealt with.(31)

1.3.3. Lack of knowledge of oral health on the part of nursing home staff

Loss of physical and cognitive autonomy in seniors inevitably leads to placement in a nursing home.
These establishments provide care, along with nursing, pharmaceutical, medical and other services.
However, some caregiving staff in nursing homes may have limited knowledge of oral health care.(32–
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34) These shortcomings primarily involve daily oral care, particularly toothbrushing and denture cleaning

techniques, brushing frequency, and levels of assistance with daily oral care. Many nursing home
staffers are also unaware of the negative overall health effects of poor oral health in seniors.
Lack of knowledge of oral health is one factor impeding the early detection of abnormal oral conditions
in nursing home residents. These conditions are usually only detected once they are advanced, and
there are often delays in reporting them to oral health professionals. This means that managing the
conditions can be complex and time-consuming.

Interestingly, a number of studies(32,33) have shown that nursing home care providers can sometimes
share incorrect information about oral care and oral health problems. For example, the authors of one
study(33) found that caregivers were advising seniors to take out their removable prosthodontics at night
to prevent choking. In this case, the advice was correct, but the reason for it was not.

1.4. Common abnormal oral conditions among seniors

In the previous sections, we explained how loss of autonomy affects the ability to maintain good oral
health. In this section, we will be looking at the most common abnormal oral conditions among seniors.

1.4.1. Inadequate oral hygiene

Inadequate oral hygiene leads to significant plaque build-up, i.e., dental biofilm. This build-up poses a
risk of developing oral diseases, including cavities, dental abscesses, periodontal disease and even
fungal infections.(35) The latter are often caused by continuous wearing of removable prosthodontics,
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along with deficient oral and prosthetic hygiene, which causes the formation and hardening of prosthetic
biofilm and eventually sub-prosthetic candidiasis.(36,37)

Epidemiological studies(36,38) show that 19% of seniors have oral hygiene that is deemed “adequate.”
The percentage of seniors with “acceptable” oral hygiene is 31.9%, and the percentage of seniors with
oral hygiene deemed “poor” is 48.9%.(39–41)

With respect to removable prosthodontic hygiene, 15.7% of seniors appear to have “adequate”
prosthodontic hygiene, 35.7% have “acceptable” hygiene, and 48% have “poor” prosthodontic
hygiene.(38,42) Approximately 85.5% of seniors have “mild to moderate” accumulation of dental plaque
and tartar, with gum bleeding on at least one tooth. The percentage of seniors with “severe” dental
plaque and tartar is 13.3%.(36,38)

In nursing homes, between 43.2% and 77.6% of seniors have “poor” oral hygiene.(43,44) In addition, 82%
of seniors in nursing homes have at least one tooth with dental plaque and tartar, and between 38.1%
and 50.6% of seniors have at least one tooth with gum bleeding.(45–48) With respect to removable
prosthodontic hygiene, approximately 95% of removable prosthodontics are considered
“unhygienic.”(45) Moreover, 78.3% of nursing home residents had “mild to moderate” amounts of dental
tartar with gum bleeding on at least one tooth. The percentage of nursing home residents with “high”
amounts of dental plaque and tartar was 26.2%.(49) With respect to brushing frequency, between 23.8%
and 34.2% of nursing home residents brushed their teeth twice a day or more; 31% to 57.1% did so
only once a day; and 7.9% to 13.1% brushed only a few times per week.(50)
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1.4.2. Tooth decay

Many low-income nursing home residents requiring dental care adapted to their medical or physical
condition are vulnerable to oral diseases.(51) One such condition is tooth decay, which is defined as a
multifactorial, infectious process that develops slowly and gradually breaks down the hard tissues of
the tooth.(52)

Tooth decay can be divided into coronal and root caries. The first develops on the enamel of the dental
crown and occurs mainly in children and adults. The second, which is primarily found in seniors, affects
the root surfaces, which become exposed in the mouth as gums recede. Root caries are the result of
a breakdown of the minerals in the cementum and dentine. This decay occurs when bacteria produce
acids and enzymes that eat away at the organic components of the dentine. Because the dentine has
a lower mineral content than the enamel, along with a higher proportion of organic components, root
caries tend to progress quickly.(53,54)

In Canada, approximately 10% of people aged 65 and over suffer from tooth decay.(55) In other
countries, the percentage ranges from 20% to 60%.

The prevalence of tooth decay in nursing home residents is nonetheless very high. Between 60% and
80% of this population has at least one tooth affected by decay. Factors associated with developing
tooth decay include difficulty performing adequate daily oral hygiene owing to loss of autonomy, refusal
of care or lack of staff training; the co-occurrence of several diseases in an individual; use of any of
several medications that reduce saliva production; and sugar intake in the form of sugary drinks and
snacks.
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It has also been shown that seniors suffering from neurocognitive disorders have more tooth decay
than do their cognitively intact peers. For example, a 2017 systematic review found that seniors without
cognitive impairments suffered 0.0 to 1.0 coronal caries and 0.3 to 1.7 root caries. The rate for seniors
with neurocognitive impairments was 0.1 to 2.9 coronal caries and 0.6 to 4.9 root caries.

1.4.3. Periodontal disease

The periodontium is the set of tissues that support the teeth. These include the gums, alveolar bone,
periodontal ligament, and cementum. When mixed bacterial infections cause damage to the
periodontium, that is periodontal disease. It takes two classic forms: gingivitis and periodontitis.
Gingivitis is a localized inflammation limited to the free gum, with no damage to the underlying
supportive tissues. This inflammation, which is considered reversible, is associated with a quantitative
change in the local bacterial flora. Periodontitis refers to damage to the periodontium as a result of a
mixed infection caused by a specific group of bacteria along with the host’s immunodestructive
response.

The prevalence of gingivitis in seniors ranges from 10% to 40%, with the estimated periodontitis rate
varying from 26% to 60% according to various studies. In nursing homes, the prevalence of “moderate
to severe” periodontitis is 35.6% to 75%. It was also found that between 35% and 78.9% of nursing
home residents had at least one tooth with a periodontal pocket larger than four millimetres. The gap
in these percentages stems from differences in methodology, particularly the criteria used to define
periodontal disease (which vary from study to study), the periodontal parameters assessed,
examination conditions, and participant inclusion and exclusion criteria.
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Research has shown that individuals with neurocognitive disorders are more likely to suffer periodontal
disease than are those with intact cognitive functions. Epidemiological studies have shown that among
neurocognitive disorder sufferers, 13.6% to 38.9% suffered from gingivitis, 6.9% to 36.0% suffered from
moderate periodontitis and 11.9% to 24.5% had severe periodontitis.

1.4.4. Tooth loss

Teeth are indispensable for chewing, swallowing, speaking and esthetics. As a result, they perform
important functions in human physiology. When oral diseases like tooth decay and periodontitis are not
treated promptly, they damage the dental structures and their supporting tissues, leading to irreversible
total or partial tooth loss.

The loss of teeth and occlusal contacts causes a cascade of other complications, such as tooth
migration and extrusion and difficulty chewing. Tooth loss also leads to alveolar bone loss, which can
impede denture creation and implant insertion. This bone loss, which is irreversible, chronic and
cumulative, is a lifelong condition.

Age is not considered a predictive factor in tooth loss. However, the prevalence of tooth loss increases
with age. For example, in the United States, from 2015 to 2018, the prevalence of complete tooth loss
in persons aged 65 and over was 12.9%, and prevalence increased with age: 8.9% for those aged 65
to 69; 10.6% for ages 70 to 74; and 17.8% for persons aged 75 and over.
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Compared to non-institutionalized seniors, nursing home residents suffer more tooth loss. According
to a systematic review of oral health in nursing home residents, between 20.4% and 62% of residents
were edentulous. A number of factors contribute to tooth loss in the nursing home setting. On the one
hand, severe loss of autonomy means that sufferers are unable to perform proper daily oral hygiene
themselves, so tooth decay and periodontal issues develop quickly. Left untreated, these oral
conditions worsen quickly and lead to tooth loss. On the other hand, owing to worsening loss of
autonomy, the sufferer may be unable to cooperate with oral care. A person with advanced loss of
autonomy who cannot cooperate with care would likely have a low tolerance for complex dental
treatments aimed at keeping the tooth in their mouth as long as possible. This places them at significant
risk of irreversible tooth decay requiring extraction under sedation or general anesthesia. To simplify
treatment in this poorly cooperative population, dental professionals may opt for procedures that are
relatively simple to perform but do not preserve the tooth, such as tooth extraction. This means that the
number of teeth in this population is significantly lower.

1.4.5. Xerostomia

Saliva is a remarkably complex fluid with many properties and functions that are indispensable for oral
and general health. Saliva helps to initiate the digestive process, lubricates and protects the mucosa
against abrasion, helps to control oral infections thanks to its antimicrobial components, and limits the
tooth decay process by keeping the mouth’s pH neutral. Saliva is secreted at rest or in response to a
stimulus. A healthy adult produces between 0.5 and 1.5 litres of saliva per day.
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A variety of factors can limit or significantly reduce saliva production, leading to dry mouth. Decreased
saliva production, combined with changes in its chemical makeup, can cause dry mouth, also known
as xerostomia. It has been abundantly demonstrated that xerostomia fosters the development of oral
diseases, such as tooth decay, oral candidiasis and prosthetic ulcers. Xerostomia sufferers also report
discomfort, difficulty chewing, swallowing and speaking, halitosis, a burning sensation, and altered
sense of taste.

Xerostomia is multifactorial in origin. It is primarily caused by medications, particularly anticholinergics.
Other causes include chronic dehydration, tobacco use, uncontrolled diabetes, and destruction of
salivary tissue caused by radiation therapy or autoimmune diseases. The exact relationship between
xerostomia and medication is influenced to varying degrees by a range of factors, including the type
and number of drugs the patient is taking, drug dosage and presentation, when and for how long drugs
are taken, drug interactions, and adherence to drug treatment.

Xerostomia prevalence in seniors ranges from 12% to 39%, with a weighted average of 21%. Recently,
the authors of a meta analysis found the global prevalence of xerostomia in seniors to be 33.37%.
These data show that xerostomia is a common condition in that population. It should be pointed out,
however, that the prevalence of xerostomia in young adults is estimated to be about half of what it is in
seniors. In nursing homes, the percentage ranges from 34.8% to 60%, depending on the studies. In
Canada, the figure is approximately 36%. The gaps in study results can be explained in part by the
way xerostomia was measured, and in part by factors inherent to seniors, such as the number of
medications taken, tobacco use, and metabolic or systemic differences.
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1.4.6. Oral candidiasis

Oral candidiasis is an opportunistic infection caused by Candida yeast, of which the most common
pathogenic agent is Candida Albicans. Candidiasis is recognized as an opportunistic infection because,
under the influence of various local and systemic factors, Candida yeast transforms from a saprophytic
yeast (one that lives in the organism without causing disease) into a pathogenic yeast. Local
predisposing factors for oral candidiasis include extended prosthodontic wearing or poor prosthodontic
hygiene, xerostomia, and inhaled corticosteroids. Systemic factors include immunosuppression, drug
side effects, malnutrition, radiation therapy, and endocrine dysfunction.

Oral candidiasis primarily presents in three clinical forms: pseudomembranous, erythematous and
hyperplastic. Pseudomembranous candidiasis typically presents on the dorsal aspect of the tongue or
on the oral mucosa. With an asymptomatic clinical picture, this type of candidiasis causes the formation
of easily detachable whitish patches on erythematous surfaces.

Erythematous candidiasis is characterized be reddish lesions on the mucosa. It can be called different
things depending on its location. Two forms of erythematous candidiasis are particularly common
among seniors: prosthetic stomatitis and angular cheilitis. Prosthetic stomatitis takes the form of a
usually asymptomatic erythema on the oral mucosa that are in direct contact with a removable
prosthetic. Its preferred location is the hard palate, but it can also occur on the alveolar mandibular
crests. Nighttime denture wearing, inadequate cleaning, and infected dental prosthetics help this type
of candidiasis develop. Angular cheilitis occurs exclusively at the corners of the lips, mainly in
edentulous patients, those who do not wear a lower denture, and those who wear full removable
prosthodontics with decreased occlusal vertical dimension. Saliva infiltrates the lip commissure,
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causing persistent moisture that allows microorganisms to colonize the area. Oral examination shows
a unilateral or bilateral fissure of the lip commissures with associated redness or scaling of the irritated
tissue. These lesions are generally painful.

Hyperplastic candidiasis is often observed in edentulous seniors. This type of candidiasis generally
occurs on the upper edentulous ridge. From a clinical standpoint, the lesions are whitish, hypertrophic,
non-detachable and raised. One predisposing factor for this type of candidiasis is inadequate cleaning
of removable prosthetics.

The prevalence of oral candidiasis in the senior population varies depending on the sample studied
(which can be made up of functionally autonomous seniors, those with loss of autonomy, or both) and
also the predisposing factor for candidiasis (systemic versus local factors). This diversity results in
differing prevalence figures depending on the context in which the studies were carried out. However,
generally speaking, the prevalence of pseudomembranous candidiasis in seniors ranges from 15% to
43%, with the figure for prosthetic stomatitis varying from 12.2% to 71%. These differences in
percentages can be explained by the differing diagnostic criteria selected in the studies and differences
within the groups, such as age, whether or not they were nursing home residents, and the impact of
drugs and diseases. Lastly, the prevalence of angular cheilitis in the senior population ranges from
1.3% to 5.1%.
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1.4.7. Mouth sores

Mouth sores are defined as a loss of substance from the oral epithelium that can gradually spread to
the underlying tissues. Mouth sores take the form of circumscribed lesions covered with a yellowish
grey membrane, surrounded by a red halo with slightly raised reddish edges. These lesions are
generally painful and isolated. Predisposing factors include trauma, immune or infectious processes,
and, rarely, neoplastic factors.

Traumatic ulcers, as well as small and large canker sores, are ulcerated lesions of the mouth that are
most common in the senior population. Traumatic ulcers generally occur following an accidental bite to
the soft tissues of the mouth, injury from sharp-edged teeth, extended wear of poorly adjusted
prosthodontics, or broken prosthodontic hooks. The cause of canker sores remains a mystery in most
cases. However, a set of factors is frequently associated with them: the use of certain medications,
eating certain foods, hormonal variations, stress, nutritional deficiencies, and systemic diseases.
The diameter of traumatic ulcers depends on the severity of the damage to the oral mucosa. The
lesions take 10 to 14 days to heal once the triggering factor is eliminated. Small and large canker sores
are differentiated by their diameter; hence their names. Small canker sores measure less than a
centimetre and generally heal within ten days; large canker sores exceed one centimetre in diameter
and take more than ten days to heal over, as they involve deeper layers of the oral epithelium.

In the senior population, the main cause of traumatic ulcers is wearing removable prosthodontics that
are in poor condition, which accounts for 22.6% of cases. Traumatic ulcers from other causes vary from
1% to 15.6% of the senior population. Canker sores occur in an estimated 1.2% of seniors; the figure
is approximately 0.2% in nursing homes.
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Sores that develop on the lateral edges of the tongue require particular attention, as they can be either
traumatic or neoplastic in nature. As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, traumatic ulcers heal within
10 to 14 days of the irritating factor being eliminated. If the ulcer has not healed after that time, a biopsy
of the affected area becomes necessary. The goal is to rule out a neoplastic lesion.

1.4.8. Prosthetic dysfunction

Prosthodontics serve to replace one or more of the individual’s missing teeth. Restoring missing teeth
through appropriate prosthetic treatment is essential to re-establishing oral function, chewing ability,
appearance, and the person’s oral health.

Dysfunctional prosthodontics can cause a range of problems, including irritation of the soft tissues of
the mouth and early, significant bone resorption. Dysfunctional prosthodontics can also make it difficult
to pronounce certain words and chew food properly.

Various epidemiological studies of nursing home residents show that many of them have dysfunctional
prosthodontics. Approximately 40% of them report issues associated with wearing dentures. The most
commonly observed issues were poor retention of removable dentures (40%); dentures that were
unstable or required relining (30%); and prosthodontics in need of repair (10%). A Canadian study of
nursing home residents showed that between 14.3% and 29.4% of residents wore unstable removable
prosthodontics; 9.5% to 33.5% wore removable prosthodontics with poor retention; and 1.4% to 2%
wore prosthodontics in need of refurbishing. Between 10.5% and 54.6% of nursing home residents
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developed lesions of the oral mucosa, which were related to poor functioning of removable
prosthodontics.

1.4.9. Peri-implant mucositis and peri-implantitis

Peri-implant mucositis occurs in the mucosa surrounding a dental implant. Clinical examination reveals
mucosal inflammation around the implant, as well as bleeding or suppuration on probing. No
radiological indications of bone loss are observed. Peri-implant mucositis is chiefly caused by biofilm
accumulation around the dental implant. Peri-implantitis is the logical outcome of untreated peri-implant
mucositis. Peri-implantitis is characterized by progressive bone loss around the implant. It results
primarily from a bacterial infection. Clinically, suppuration or exudate will be observed flowing out of
the peri-implant space, and there will be bleeding on probing. Advanced cases can lead to implant
mobility and ultimately its loss. The prevalence of peri-implant mucositis in seniors is approximately
30%, while the frequency of peri-implantitis ranges from 11.1% to 43.8%.

1.4.10. Oral pain

Oral pain often stems from untreated oral issues. It normally involves pulpitis, dental abscesses,
ulcerous lesions, trauma such as broken teeth, defective restorations, poorly fitted prosthodontics, etc.
It affects the person’s quality of life by directly impacting overall health. For example, oral pain can
cause difficulty chewing and lead to a deterioration in the person’s nutritional status. Among those with
neurocognitive disorders, oral pain can cause behavioural issues, such as agitation and confusion.
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Generally speaking, the prevalence of oral pain among seniors is 6.7% to 18.5%. The prevalence
appears to be higher among seniors with neurocognitive disorders. The prevalence of oral pain in this
population ranges from 7.4% to 21.7%; only one study found a prevalence of approximately 60%. The
variation in prevalence rates can be explained by the influence of external and internal factors related
to the individual. The external factors are related to the tool used to assess pain, the use of different
nociceptive stimuli, limited or non-homogenous samples, or the living environment. Internal factors
include the presence of psychological disorders and personality traits that can alter pain perception,
chronic use of painkillers or other drugs that act on the central nervous system, as well as the variety
of individual responses and subjective factors that influence it.

1.5. Need to develop or adapt an oral health assessment tool

Loss of autonomy leads to a progressive decline in oral health. It would be possible to slow this decline
early on and quickly by detecting and intercepting the abnormal oral conditions that develop during the
process. This would make it possible to manage abnormal oral conditions at earlier stages, thus limiting
the complexity of the treatments needed to address them.

Currently, there are too few periodic visits to nursing and long-term care homes by oral health
professionals. The number of oral health professionals practising in these establishments is limited. In
most cases, there is no oral health professional who comes in regularly and frequently. They are called
in only in situations that are critical, urgent, or complex to manage. The constant presence of such
professionals in nursing and long-term care homes would make it possible to detect and intercept
abnormal oral conditions early on, before they worsen and damage the senior’s oral and overall health.
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To ensure that abnormal oral conditions in seniors are intercepted quickly and managed earlier, we
must rely on health professionals who are constantly with seniors and provide them with care on a
regular basis. However, a large proportion of these health professionals have received no training on
oral health and how to recognize abnormal oral conditions, and their knowledge of the topic may be
limited. It therefore becomes necessary to either develop a tool for assessing seniors’ oral health or
put an existing assessment tool in place to allow health professionals to identify the most common
abnormal oral conditions among seniors. If necessary, these professionals will be able to call in oral
health professionals for early intervention.

In order to do this, we must begin by conducting a systematic review of existing oral health assessment
tools that can be administered by non-dental healthcare professionals. The conclusion of the
systematic review is that we can envisage creating an effective assessment tool for the early detection
of abnormal oral conditions in seniors, for use by health professionals who work with seniors in nursing
and long-term care comes.
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Section II: Systematic Review of Oral Health
Assessment Tools Used by Health Care
Professionals Treating Vulnerable Seniors
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1. Introduction

The oral health of vulnerable seniors, including those living in long-term care facilities, is a cause for
concern. Many studies(43,56–61) focusing on this group have revealed deep cavities, fractured or rotted
teeth, untreated abscesses, teeth fully covered with plaque or tartar, pronounced mobility in teeth, and
other oral conditions.

Scientific literature finds that the main obstacles to maintaining good oral health are related to reduced
physical or cognitive autonomy, low income and limited access to dental care.(28,29,62) Reduced
autonomy leads to a decline in attention to daily oral hygiene which varies between individuals but is
invariably significant. Most of the time, such incapacity results in increased plaque, which in turn
accelerates the progression of oral disease.

In retirement homes, there are other factors that promote the development of oral diseases in the
elderly, such as the lack of supplies necessary for the oral hygiene of the elderly, the lack of time for
caregivers to carry out oral hygiene care for residents, refusal of daily oral hygiene care from seniors
with loss of cognitive autonomy as well as snacks, high-sugar supplements and the use of sugary foods
to facilitate medication administration.(63) Oral diseases, increasingly present in vulnerable seniors, are
detected and treated far too late.(15,16,64,65) This late screening could be linked to the lack of availability
of oral health professionals to visit retirement homes and also to the lack of knowledge of the oral health
parameters by general health care professionals, among other reasons.(28,29) The development of a
valid, reliable and easy-to-administer screening tool to assess the oral health status of seniors living in
long-term care by general health care professionals becomes imperative in order to improve the oral
health of the elderly.
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An oral health assessment tool is defined as any instrument that determines oral health by evaluating
oral structures and other components of oral health. It must have certain characteristics in order to be
administered by general health care professionals with no specific dental education:


reproducible, reliable and valid;



simple, comprehensible and easy to administer using few dental instruments;



easy to use without dental equipment;



compatible with commonly used computer systems;



easily incorporated into resident’s records;



affordable for intended use.(66,67)

There are numerous tools(68–73) that allow for the evaluation of various aspects of oral conditions. Most
of these tools were developed specifically for dental professionals and therefore prove to be
complicated for general health care professionals. Few(74–88) tools for assessing seniors’ oral health
can be administered by non-dental health care professionals. In addition, some of them require that
the information collected be supplemented by a self-assessment by the senior. For seniors with
reduced cognitive autonomy, this type of tool is inappropriate and would be difficult to modify without
compromising validity.(67)

The assessment of oral health relies on the resident's ability to self-report oral symptoms, which
presents a problem for many seniors living in long-term care facilities, particularly those with cognitive
impairment.(67)
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In 2005, Chalmers et al.(67) conducted a systematic review of the oral health assessment of seniors
with dementia living in care facilities. The assessments were performed by the caregivers of the
facilities selected for the study. The authors found that the caregivers did not have valid and reliable
tools to assess the residents’ health. Since the study was published, numerous tools(78,80,83,85,87,88) have
been designed for seniors living in care facilities. In 2020, a systematic review (89) of the oral health
assessment tools administered by caregivers in these facilities found that the OHAT and ROAG were
the most complete tools. Recently, in another systematic review(90) on the same topic, the authors
found that none of the selected tools exhaustively assessed all aspects of oral health.

Available assessment tools describe the various oral structures with short phrases or key words, which
can be difficult for professionals not specialized in oral health to interpret. In addition, text descriptions
of normal or abnormal tissue can create a mental image that differs from the clinical reality. This can
lead to false negatives or false positives. Professionals not specialized in oral health are more likely to
misread the clinical circumstances in this situation.

The objectives of this systematic review are as follows:


identify tools that assess oral health by evaluating the condition of oral structures, the condition
of dental prostheses, oral pain, hygiene of teeth and dental prostheses and oral health–related
quality of life;



out of the tools identified, determine which were developed for seniors aged 65 and over as
well as which can be applied or tailored to vulnerable seniors in Canada;



conduct a qualitative evaluation of the oral health assessment tools identified in this systematic
review.
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2. Materials and methods

The systematic review was structured according to the PRISMA(91) for Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses. To develop the systematic review, a research protocol was
prepared and written. The protocol provided a means of defining the objectives and research question
of the review and setting out the methods to be used to identify, select and evaluate the studies. The
research protocol was written in accordance with the PRISMA-P(92) criteria for systematic review
protocols.

2.1. Research question

This systematic review focused on the following research question: “Is there a tool to assess the oral
health of seniors that, when administered by a non-dental health care professional, allows for accurate
identification of all oral health problems as well as normal and abnormal conditions of oral structures
and dental prostheses?”

The research question was deconstructed by using the PICO criteria (Population, Intervention,
Comparison, Outcome) to identify key concepts to apply to the search strategy. These criteria are
presented in Table I.
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Table I: PICO criteria based on the research question of the systematic review.
Criteria

Definition

Population

Individuals aged 65 and over with reduced autonomy living in care facilities or at home,
healthy or otherwise

Intervention

Use of tools, instruments, scales, analysis grids, sheets, guides, indices or questionnaires
administered by non-dental health care professionals that allow for the evaluation of oral
structures, saliva, hygiene of teeth and dental prostheses, oral pain and oral health–
related quality of life

Comparison No comparison was conducted
Outcome

Accurate identification or detection of all oral health problems and all normal and abnormal
conditions of oral structures, saliva, dental prostheses, teeth and dental prosthesis
hygiene regardless of effect on quality of life and oral pain.

2.2. Eligibility criteria

Studies were selected for inclusion based on the following eligibility criteria:
1. The studies had to focus on the assessment of seniors’ oral health using assessment tools
administered by non-dental health care professionals:
a. the seniors had to be aged 65 or older. Level of autonomy, presence of health
problems, living situation (home or care facility), presence of teeth or presence of oral
pathologies or conditions were not considered as eligibility criteria for seniors;
b. the assessment had to consist of evaluating, in part or in full, the condition of oral
structures, dental prostheses and saliva, the hygiene of teeth and dental prostheses,
oral health–related quality of life and oral pain;
c. the assessment tools were required to be tools, questionnaires, sheets, guides, grids,
scales, indices or any other instrument allowing for the identification or detection of
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normal and abnormal conditions related to oral structures, dental prostheses and oral
pain regardless of effect on quality of life. The assessment tools could be used alone
or in combination, with no limitations on duration or frequency of administration;
d. none of the health professionals who used the tools were specialized in dentistry;
e. tools that assessed oral structures using X-ray images were eligible for this review
only if they were used by non-dental specialists.
2. All types of studies including a tool as defined in item 1.
3. All results obtained from a tool as defined in item 1.
4. The statistical analysis of data was not a requirement for selected studies.
5. Studies had to be available in digital format and published in scientific databases or on the
Internet.
6. Studies had to be published in or translated to English, French or Spanish.

There were no restrictions regarding the studies' population size or publication date.

2.3. Information source

To begin, various bibliographical databases in the field of health sciences were consulted to identify
studies for inclusion in the review. The following databases were consulted:


MEDLINE via the PubMed interface, Ovid;



Embase;



Cochrane Library;
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CINAHL for Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (nursing sciences
database) via the EBSCO interface;



AgeLine (database with gerontology and geriatrics articles) via the EBSCO interface;



Web of Science (multidisciplinary health sciences database).

Second, using the Google Scholar search engine, we conducted a search of grey literature to account
for studies not published in scientific journals.

The search of bibliographical databases and grey literature took place from January 11, 2021, to
January 25, 2021.

2.4. Search strategy

To begin, terms associated with the search criteria of this review were targeted. To this end, the search
topic was divided into three key concepts: oral health assessment tools, seniors, and non-dental health
care professionals. Next, each concept and its synonyms were transformed into key words and
recorded on a worksheet prepared for this purpose. This step allowed for the identification of terms and
key words used in the literature search.

Once the terms and synonyms were selected, we verified if they were contained in the following
thesauruses: “MeSH” on PubMed, “EMtree” on Embase and “CINAHL Headings” on CINAHL. To
ensure a comprehensive search of the subject matter literature, key words appearing in study titles and
summaries were combined using Boolean operators (e.g. AND, OR) and wild cards (e.g.*, $, ?). This
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process generated a number of research equations. A set of equations made up a “formula”, which
was analyzed by the database search engines. We repeatedly tested many different equations in order
to obtain the most effective “formula” and thereby narrow and optimize the bibliographical search. The
research equations are presented in Appendix I. The best search formulas for each database were
inputted into the various search engines selected.

The references returned by the search engines were then exported to EndNote®, a bibliography
management software application. In EndNote®, a single collection of references was created based
on the queries launched in each database.

It should be noted that the search strategy for this review was prepared by Katherine Carbajal-Rosas
(holder of a master’s in dental science from Laval University and a Doctorate of Dental Medicine) and
approved by the Principal Investigator, Christian Caron (PhD MSc., D.D.S., LL.B.).

2.5. Selection of studies

Two examiners (KC and CC) took part in the selection of studies by separately and simultaneously
carrying out each step of the process. Discussions were held during the selection process.

First, the examiners counted the study references in the collection generated by EndNote®. Next, the
software was programmed to search for and delete references found in the database twice. The final
number of references without duplicates was recorded.
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Second, the examiners individually read the title and summary of each study in EndNote® to make an
initial selection. For a study to be preselected, three terms had to appear in the title or summary:
“Oral health assessment tools”, “seniors” and “non-dental health care professional”, or any synonyms
for these terms. If one of the terms was absent, the study was deemed unsuitable and excluded from
the review. In case of doubt, and notwithstanding the above rule, the full summary or article was read
in order to decide whether to include it. Preselected studies were collated into an Excel file.

Third, the examiners exchanged information to ensure a consistent selection and to identify any
discrepancies. Disagreements were addressed through consensus-based discussion. Persistent
disagreements were ruled on by the Principal Investigator.

For the fourth step, the reviewers individually read the preselected studies in PDF or Word format.
When a study could not be located in one of these formats, Google Scholar was consulted using the
study’s DOI (Digital Object Identifier) or ISBN (International Standard Book Number). Failing that, a
copy of the study was requested from the Laval University library.

Before each study was fully read, the examiners had to determine whether it met the eligibility criteria.
If so, it was added to a computer database. If the criteria were not met, the study was entered in a
separate computer file with a rationale for its exclusion. The examiners also thoroughly reviewed the
bibliographies of selected studies to find other studies that may have been missed by search engines.

Finally, the examiners performed a second verification to compare their chosen studies and to identify
any discrepancies.
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The selection of studies took place from January 25, 2021, to February 28, 2021.

2.6. Data extraction

Once the studies were selected, we extracted data with potential to answer the research question.

To do so, one of the two examiners fully read through the selected studies. Next, this examiner entered
data on the study characteristics, population and assessment tool in an extraction grid prepared by the
work team. Before undertaking the data extraction process, the extraction grid was tested using three
randomly selected studies, allowing for necessary adjustments to be made.

If one of the studies used more than one tool to assess the oral health of a single population, the results
for each tool were presented separately.

In addition, if more than one version of a tool was identified, the results for each version were presented
separately as if each version were a different tool. If a tool had been translated into multiple languages,
we retained only the article concerning the original version.

A final, comprehensive review of the search process was carried out to identify any errors.

Data extraction began on March 1, 2021, and was finalized on March 7, 2021.
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2.7. Evaluation of evidence quality

The analysis of assessment tools goes beyond a simple compilation of various measurement tools.
Protocols can vary based on the context, the population under assessment and the objectives of the
assessment. All possible forms of assessment are valid, as long as they are deemed relevant in context
and meet the assessment objectives with the required rigour, which is based on the validity of the tool
and the reliability of its results. An assessment is expected to measure what it claims to measure
(validity) and to provide accurate and stable results upon completion of the assessment process
(reliability).(93) This review therefore analyzed content validity, structural validity, criterion validity,
cross-cultural validity, hypothesis testing validity, internal consistency, intra-examiner and
inter-examiner reliability, measurement error and reactivity.

2.7.1. Validity

Content validity provides a means of determining if the constituent items of the assessment tool
adequately reflect the concept of interest. This psychometric property is studied based on the
information provided by the authors of the tools. To confirm the content validity of a tool, it must be
established that professionals in disciplines relevant to the assessment topic helped develop the tool
and that the constituent items of the tool were tested by a sufficient number of professionals or clinicians
during development. Without this information, it is difficult to establish the content validity of a tool. (94,95)

Structural validity refers to the extent to which the scores of an assessment tool adequately reflect the
dimensionality of the concept being measured. Statistical tests, such as a confirmatory factor analysis
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or an estimate of the root-mean-square deviation, must be carried out in order to establish the structural
validity of a tool.(94,95)

Criterion validity refers to the ability of a tool to provide results equivalent to those obtained by the “gold
standard”, in this case, an oral health professional used as a reference for comparison. For continuous
variables, Pearson (r) or Spearman (rho) correlation analyses must be performed to compare the
results. To ensure the criterion validity of a tool, the Pearson or Spearman correlation coefficient must
be equal or superior to 0.70. Sensitivity and specificity analyses can also quantify criterion validity, but
only for dichotomous variables.(94,95)

Cross-cultural validity refers to how each item performs when the tool is translated or adapted to other
cultures. Translated tools should perform similarly to the original version. (89,96)

2.7.2. Reliability

Internal consistency refers to the tool’s consistency from start to finish. To measure this, Cronbach’s
alpha (α) must be estimated. If the result is above 0.70, this indicates the stability of results for all items
of the tool.(93–95)

Reliability refers to the accuracy of the tool’s results. Reliability is demonstrated by the accuracy of
results obtained using the tool for two simultaneous assessments by different examiners
(inter-examiner reliability) or multiple assessments by the same examiner (intra-examiner reliability).
Reliability also refers to the consistency of results over time and whether administration conditions
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remain stable (test-retest). Statistical measures that allow for the evaluation of reliability are the
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (k) and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). To guarantee the reliability
of a tool, the weighted kappa coefficient (Kw) or ICC must be between 0.70 and 1.00.(93–95)

Measurement error is intended to identify gaps between the value obtained by a measurement and the
accurate value; the score obtained by a tool reflects an approximation of the individual’s real score.
The statistical analyses necessary to determine measurement error are “standard error of
measurement”, “smallest detectable change” and “limits of agreement”.(94,95)

2.7.3. Methodological quality

The COSMIN checklist was used to estimate the methodological quality of the studies and the quality
of the tools’ measurement properties.(94) The checklist assists research professionals in selecting the
most appropriate measurement tools based on the concept being studied. This approach relies on a
system of evaluation to determine the quality of evidence available for a given tool. The COSMIN
system evaluates the methodological quality of selected studies as “very good”, “adequate”, “doubtful”
or “inadequate”. The quality of measurement properties was deemed sufficient (+), insufficient (-),
indeterminate (?) or inconsistent (±) according to the availability of data on the tool under evaluation.
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3. Results

3.1. Results of literature search

The literature search resulted in the extraction in 4,333 references, of which 624 were from PubMed,
588 from Ovid, 619 from Embase, 145 from Cochrane, 467 from CINAHL, 144 from AgeLine,
466 from Web of Science and 980 from Google Scholar.

Next, unusable references were discarded, namely duplicate references and those published in other
formats (e.g. Books and reports) or in a language other than English, French or Spanish. The
examiners retained 2,204 references and proceeded to read their titles and summaries. Once this was
done, it was found that a further 2,003 references did not meet the eligibility criteria of this review. This
left 201 studies to be read in full, of which only 15(74–88) ultimately met the criteria (Figure 1).

3.2. Selected studies

The studies(74–88) selected were extracted for thorough analysis of their content. The identified tools are
presented in Appendix II.
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Selection

Identification

Identification of Studies in Databases Consulted

References identified in
databases consulted
(n = 4,033)

References discarded before the selection
process:
 Duplicates (n = 1,559)
 References from books, reports, etc. (n = 254)
 Articles written in a language other than
English, French or Spanish (n = 16)

References selected for reading
of title and summary (n = 2,204)

References discarded upon reading of title and
summary (n = 2,003)

Articles initially inaccessible but
eventually retrieved
(n = 1)

Articles not retrieved
(n = 0)

Inclusion

Articles fully read to determine
eligibility (n = 201)

Articles discarded:
 Did not meet eligibility criteria (n = 54)
 Focused only on tools administered by dental
professionals (n = 89)
 Did not specify type of professional
administering the tool evaluated (n = 43)

Articles included in review
(n = 15)

Figure 1. PRISMA 2020 flow diagram (Page and collaborators) for study selection process.
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The studies retrieved focused on the following tools: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel
(OHSTNP)(87), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT)(77), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG)(75),
Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J)(83), Minimum Data Set (MDS)(81), Minimum Data
Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP)(76), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC)(86),
InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC)(78), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related
section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI)(85), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR)(80), General Oral Health
Assessment Index (GOHAI)(74), Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS)(88), The Holistic and Reliable Oral
Assessment Tool (THROAT)(79), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS)(82) and Brief Oral Health Status
Examination (BOHSE)(84). The country of origin and year and language of publication are presented in
Table II.

The oral health assessment tools were administered to people living in long-term care
facilities(76,77,80-82,84,85,87,88), autonomous seniors residences(83) or at home(74,78,86). Only two of the above
tools(75,79) were administered to people in hospital rehabilitation units.

The average age of study participants ranged from 79.6 to 89. (74–79,82–87) Three(80,81,88) of the studies
did not calculate the average age of participants. However, each study specified that the participants
were all seniors living in long-term care facilities. Sample size varied between studies, ranging from
24 participants(82) to 25,872 participants(78).
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Table II: Oral health assessment tools included in this systematic review.

Abbreviation

Country of
Origin

Year
Published

Language
of
Publication

GOHAI

United States

1990

English

MDS

United States

1995

English

BOHSE

United States

1995

English

Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment
Protocols(76)

MDS/RAP

United States

1996

English

Minimum Data Set For Home Care(86)

MDS-HC

United States

1997

English

MPS

Norway

1999

English

THROAT

United
Kingdom

2001

English

Revised Oral Assessment Guide(75)

ROAG

Sweden

2002

Anglais

Oral Health Assessment Tool(77)

OHAT

Australia

2005

English

Revised Oral Assessment GuideJönköping(83)

ROAG-J

Sweden

2016

English

DHR

Norway

2016

English

OHSTNP

Japan

2017

English

OAS

Japan

2017

English

InterRAI-HC

United States

2019

English

OHR-InterRAI

United States

2020

English

Tool
General Oral Health Assessment Index(74)
Minimum Data Set(81)
Brief Oral Health Status Examination(84)

Mucosal-Plaque Score(82)
The Holistic And Reliable Oral Assessment
Tool(79)

Dental Hygiene Registration(80)
Oral Health Screening Tool For Nursing
Personnel(87)
Oral Assessment Sheet(88)
InterRAI-Home Care(78)
Optimized Photograph-Supported Oral
Health-Related Section-InterRAI(85)

Thirteen assessment tools(75–86,88) were designed as measurement scales, and one was developed as
a questionnaire(74). Only one tool(87) incorporated both a scale and questionnaire into a single
assessment. The number of categories or sections contained in each tool ranged from 1 to 12. Each
category contained multiple items. For example, the MDS has two categories, but nine items for
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assessment. The tools with the fewest categories or sections were the MDS-HC and InterRAI-HC, with
one section, and the MDS and MDS/RAP with two sections. It should be noted that these tools
assessed not only the oral health of seniors, but also their general health and level of autonomy. The
OHSTNP and GOHAI had the most categories, with 12 oral health–related categories each. Response
options took the form of groups of words(74–84,86,88) or groups of words and images.(85,87) Regarding the
scoring system, 10 tools(75,77,79,80,82–85,87,88) allocated 3 to 4 points to each component measured. The
scores corresponded to a gradually increasing level of severity, from normal oral health to a
deteriorated condition of the evaluated parameters. One tool(74) incorporated answers based on the
frequency of the problems identified on a five-point scale. Four tools(76,78,81,86) used a binary scale to
assess oral health (Table III).

Regarding administration methods, only the study(84) on the BOHSE detailed the manner in which the
tool was used. Ten studies(74,76,77,79,80,82,83,85,87,88) partially described the administration method, and
four others(75,78,81,86) provided no information. Participant assessment duration varied between
1.9 minutes and 35 minutes. The health professionals who administered the tools to participants were
mainly nurses, but also caregivers, social workers, therapists, doctors and personal support workers,
as well as dental hygienists and dentists, both of whom were the “gold standard”. Most studies found
that training was necessary to administer the tool

(75–78,80–86,88).

That information is summarized in

Table IV.
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Table III: Type of assessment tool and scoring system.

Tool

Type

Number of
Categories

Number of
Items

Answer
Method

Point
Scale

Interpretation Of Score

OHSTNP

Scale

12

12

Text

3

0 = Good; 1 = Passable; 2 = Mediocre

OHAT

Scale

8

8

Text

3

0 = Normal; 1 = Change; 2 = Unhealthy

ROAG

Scale

8

8

Text

3

1 = Healthy; 2 = Moderate problem; 3 = Severe problem

ROAG-J

Scale

8

8

Text

4

0 = Not relevant to assess; 1 = Healthy or normal condition;
2 = Moderate changes; 3 = Severe changes

MDS

Scale

2

9

Text

2

Yes or no*

MDS/RAP

Scale

2

9

Text

2

Yes or no*

MDS-HC

Scale

1

3

Text

2

Yes or no*

InterRAI-HC

Scale

1

4

Text

2

Yes or no*

OHR-InterRAI

Questionnaire
Scale

9

9

Text
Images

3

DHR

Scale

2

2

Text

3

GOHAI

Questionnaire

12

12

Text

5

1 = Always; 2 = Often; = Sometimes; 4 = Rarely; 5 = Never

OAS

Scale

3

9

Text
Images

3

A = Poor condition requiring immediate intervention; B = Acceptable but requires intervention;
C = Condition poses minimal problems

THROAT

Scale

9

9

Text

4

0 = Normal; 1 = Mild; 2 = Moderate; 3 = Severe

MPS†

Scale

2

2

Text

4

MS: 1 = Normal aspect of gums of mucosae; 2 = Mild inflammation; 3 = Moderate
inflammation; 4 = Severe inflammation PS: 1 = No plaque; 2 = Small quantity of plaque;
3 = Moderate quantity of plaque; 4 = Large quantity of plaque

BOHSE

Scale

10

10

Text

3

0 = Healthy; 1 = Change; 2 = Unhealthy

1 = Acceptable; 2 = Not acceptable, moderate
3 = Not acceptable, marked
0 =No teeth present plaque; 1 = Plaque visible on one or more teeth, but fewer than half
present plaque; 2 = Plaque visible on more than half of teeth

Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment
Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral
Assessment Sheet (OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE). *No information on point value of scores. †MPS includes two scores: Mucosal Score (MS) and Plaque Score (PS).

Table IV: Information related to the administration of tools reviewed. Dental hygienists and dentists
were the “gold standard”.

Tool

Administration
Method
Indicated

Average
Administration
Duration in
Minutes

Health Care Professional
Administering the Tool

Training to
Administer Tool

OHSTNP

Yes

3.08; 2.73 and 1.9‡

Nurses,
caregivers and dentists

Not required

OHAT

Yes*

7.8

Nurses and dentists

Yes

ROAG

No

Unspecified

Nurses and dental hygienists

Yes

ROAG-J

Yes*

3-4

Nurses

Yes

MDS

No

Unspecified

Nurses

Yes

MDS/RAP

Yes*

3-4

Nurses and dentists

Yes

MDS-HC

No

Unspecified

Nurses

Yes

InterRAI-HC

No

Unspecified

Nurses, therapists, physiotherapists
and caregivers

Yes

OHR-InterRAI

Yes*
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Caregivers and dentists

Yes

DHR

Yes*

<1

Nurses, dentists and dental
hygienists

Yes

GOHAI

Yes*

30

Unspecified

No information

OAS

Yes*

Unspecified

Nurses, personal support workers,
dentists and dental hygienists

Yes

THROAT

Yes*

Unspecified

Nurses and dental hygienists

No information

MPS

Yes

2 to 4

Nurses, dentists and dental
hygienists

Yes

BOHSE

Yes†

5.6; 7.4 to 8.7

Nurses and dentists

Yes

Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised
Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home
Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration
(DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque
Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE).
*Administration method partially described †Administration described in detail ‡Nurses assisted, caregivers assisted and dentists assisted respectively. °Dentists and nurses
respectively.
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The authors of 12 tools(75–78,80–86,88) provided examiners with administration training in various forms:
discussion groups(77,84,88), readings on the main problems encountered in the oral cavity(75), consulting
the tool user guide(76,78,81,83,86) and image- or video-based presentations(80,82,85). The administration
training for examiners was led and guided by dentists or the personnel conducting the study. Often,
once training was complete, dentists or dental hygienists would administer the tool to an individual to
demonstrate to examiners the proper sequence for assessing oral structures. Upon completion of
training, the examiners were to administer the tool under the supervision of the dental professionals
acting as trainers. Regarding the OHSTNP, the tool authors stated that professionals require no prior
training to use the tool. The authors of studies(74,79) on the GOHAI and THROAT did not provide
information on training.

Ten assessment tools(74–77,80,83–85,87,88) suggested ad hoc intervention when examiners detected
abnormal conditions of the oral structures and other components of participants’ oral health (Table V).
The tools reviewed have distinguishing characteristics, namely their methods of assessing oral health.
Some of them assess the condition of oral structures, including the lips, mucosae, gums, tongue, teeth,
oral hygiene and dental prostheses, while others assess oral pain. Other tools focus mainly on
assessing the functions of the oral complex, such as the capacity to swallow, speak or eat. This
information is compiled in Table VI and Table VII.
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Refer resident to a doctor or consult a doctor







Refer resident to a dental hygienist or consult a dental
hygienist



Improve oral hygiene



Provide assistance with oral hygiene





BOHSE

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR










Monitor oral hygiene on a daily basis



Improve or correct unfavourable oral conditions




Instruct nurses to provide preventive oral hygiene care



Use saliva substitute
Carry out a second examination on a specific date

OHR-InterRAI



InterRAI-HC



MDS-HC



MDS-RAP

ROAG-J



MDS

ROAG

Refer resident to a dentist or consult a dentist

OHAT

Intervention

OHSTNP

Table V: Interventions suggested after use of assessment tools.




Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS),
Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental
Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE).
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BOHSE†

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J

ROAG

OHAT*

Categories and items evaluated

OHSTNP*

Table VI: Categories and items evaluated by the various oral health assessment tools.

LIPS
Colour

   





Texture

   





Moistness

   





Swelling or inflammation

 

Bleeding
Ulcers, wounds, reddish or whitish patches
Growth
Redness at commissures


 




  

Pain at commissures
Ulcers and bleeding at commissures






   

MUCOSAL MEMBRANE (including palatal mucosa)
Colour

   



 



Texture

 



 



Moistness

   



 



Swelling or inflammation

 



 



Bleeding

   

 



Ulcers, wounds, reddish or whitish patches

     

 



Growth, hyperplasia





Pain point under dental prosthesis

 

Generalized redness under dental prosthesis

 



Ulcers under dental prosthesis

 



Blisters



 

Inflammation of salivary duct orifices



*These tools assess the mucosa and gums under a single category. †The mucosa category of BOHSE also includes the floor of the mouth.
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BOHSE

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J

ROAG

OHAT*

Categories and items evaluated

OHSTNP*

Table VI: Categories and items evaluated by the various oral health assessment tools (cont’d).

GUMS
Colour

   







Texture

   







Moistness

 

Swelling or inflammation

     







Bleeding

     







Ulcers, wounds, reddish or whitish patches

 







 

Growth, hyperplasia



Abscesses

 

TONGUE (including floor of mouth)
Colour

   

Texture

 

Moistness

   



Swelling or inflammation

 



Bleeding
Ulcers, wounds, reddish or whitish patches




   

Presence of papillae





















 

Coating

   

 

Blisters

 



SALIVA
Colour of flesh soaked in saliva

 

Moistness of flesh soaked in saliva

 

Quantity of saliva

 

Consistency of saliva

 

Mouth mirror sticks to buccal mucosa
Experience manifested by resident







 






  

*These tools assess the mucosae and gums under a single category.
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BOHSE

MPS•

THROAT°

OAS‡

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J†

ROAG*

OHAT

Categories and items evaluated

OHSTNP

Table VI: Categories and items evaluated by the various oral health assessment tools (cont’d).

TEETH
Not decayed or broken

 

Decayed, broken, residual roots
Number of decayed or broken teeth






 

 

 



Defective fillings
Wear






Absent or lost teeth

 



DENTAL PROSTHESES
Condition (intact, broken)

  

Wearing of dental prostheses

 

Stability and retention



Identification of dental prostheses





 






Broken artificial teeth
Lost


 

ORAL HYGIENE
Plaque, food debris or tartar on natural teeth

  



Plaque, food debris or tartar on dental prostheses   



Halitosis
Teeth brushing, denture cleaning

 

 

 

   

 

   
 

  

*The teeth category of ROAG includes the assessment of natural and artificial teeth and dental hygiene. †The teeth category of ROAG-J includes the assessment of broken teeth and teeth hygiene.
The prosthesis category of ROAG-J includes the wearing of prostheses and prosthesis hygiene ‡The dental hygiene category includes the presence of coating on tongue. °The teeth category of
THROAT assesses only the presence of plaque. •Food debris is excluded from the MPS assessment of plaque.
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BOHSE

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J

ROAG

OHAT

Categories and items evaluated

OHSTNP

Table VI: Categories and items evaluated by the various oral health assessment tools (cont’d).

ORAL PAIN
Behavioural signs



Verbal signs



Physical signs



Experience manifested by resident

 





LYMPH NODES
Enlargement and tenderness



Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment GuideJönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC),
optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral Assessment Sheet
(OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE).

Number of occluding pairs of teeth



Difficulty chewing
Difficulty swallowing



Difficulty eating
























Difficulty opening mouth



Difficulty speaking



Voice



Pronunciation of certain words



Choking during meals



Thrusting tongue forward



BOHSE

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J

ROAG

OHAT

Oral function evaluated

OHSTNP

Table VII: Oral functions evaluated by the assessment tools.
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BOHSE

MPS

THROAT

OAS

GOHAI

DHR

OHR-InterRAI

InterRAI-HC

MDS-HC

MDS-RAP

MDS

ROAG-J



ROAG

Ability to puff out cheeks while keeping mouth
closed

OHAT

Oral function evaluated

OHSTNP

Table VII: Oral functions evaluated by the assessment tools (cont’d).

Others
Aspect of teeth



Concerns about condition of teeth



Social withdrawal owing to poor oral health



Restricted nutritional intake owing to poor oral
health





Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment GuideJönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC),
optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral Assessment Sheet
(OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE).

3.3. Characteristics of tools reviewed

The following pages provide a synthesis of the main characteristics of the assessment tools selected for this
systematic review.

3.3.1. Oral Health Screening Tool For Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP)

Using this tool, nurses assess oral health and function in seniors in care facilities. The OHSTNP was
developed by dentists, nurses and caregivers. It includes12 categories, of which 7 are found in the OHAT,
with the exception of the tooth pain section, and 5 in the tool New Oral Screening Sheet at the Oral
Rehabilitation Clinic(97) initially designed for dental professionals. To use this tool, the examiner requires a
pen lamp, a tongue depressor and a dental mirror. Scores range from 0 (good) to 2 (bad). The OHSTNP’s
distinguishing feature is the fact that the examiner can use the tool without prior training and that following
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the assessment, the examiner can deem it necessary to refer the resident to a dentist, without objective
criteria having been defined beforehand. The tool includes spaces to enter the reason why the resident
requires a professional dental examination. Based on the results obtained from the tool, procedures from a
dental professional can be suggested.

3.3.2. Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT)

This tool assesses the oral health of seniors regardless of the presence of neurocognitive issues. The OHAT
is used by nurses and other caregivers in care facilities. It was created from the BOHSE tool and following a
literature review focusing on the main oral health assessment tools. Recommendations were also formulated
by an expert panel of dentists specialized in geriatric dentistry, nurses, dental hygienists and caregivers. The
OHAT assesses the condition of the lips, tongue, gums and mucosae, saliva, natural teeth, dental prostheses,
oral hygiene and tooth pain. No dental instruments are required for use. While developing the OHAT, the
experts agreed to exclude the BOHSE categories of lymph nodes and occluding pairs of teeth and to combine
the categories of mucosae and gums. They also added a category, tooth pain. The possible responses for
each OHAT category are 0 (healthy), 1 (changes) or 2 (unhealthy). The resident is referred to a dentist if
answers of 1 or 2 are recorded for one or more categories. As needed, nurses may implement a preventive
dental care plan after assessing the resident.
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3.3.3. Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG)

This is a revised version of the Oral Assessment Guide(98) also known as “OAG”. The OAG was developed to
assess the oral health of individuals having undergone a bone marrow transplant, radiation therapy or
chemotherapy, as well as residents with cancer. Following a literature review on oral health assessment, the
OAG was modified by an expert group to allow nurses to administer it to geriatric populations. The ROAG
resulted from this process. The tool comprises 8 categories (lips, mucosae, tongue, gums, teeth and dental
prostheses, saliva, voice and saliva) that are assigned a score from 1 to 3. The examiner must use an artificial
light source and a dental mirror to administer the ROAG. It should be noted that oral hygiene falls under the
category of teeth and prostheses. The ROAG includes a “Method” column where examiners indicate the
method of examining each structure, and a “Procedures” column, where examiners suggest procedures to
caregivers based on the abnormalities detected. The tool was tested on patients hospitalized in a geriatric
unit following a stroke.

3.3.4. Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J)

This tool was developed from the ROAG. However, ROAG-J primarily assesses the oral health of seniors
living in care facilities. The ROAG and ROAG-J have nearly identical categories, with the following exceptions:
the ROAG category of teeth and prostheses is two separate categories in ROAG-J and the swallowing
category of the ROAG was removed from the ROAG-J. Each category is assessed on a four-point scale: “0”
and “1” indicate that no intervention from nurses is required, “2” indicates that nurses should carry out
preventive dental care and “3” indicates that the resident needs to be referred to a dentist or doctor. The
method of performing the assessments is specified in the associated guide.
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3.3.5. Minimum Data Set (MDS)

The MDS contains 18 sections that assess various aspects of resident’s health, such as the senses, cognition,
behaviour and functioning. Health care professionals in almost every discipline took part in developing the
tool. This tool helps nurses in care facilities to detect residents’ primary health problems. Two sections of the
MDS are dedicated to oral health. Section L focuses on problems with chewing, swallowing and oral pain,
while section M provides a summary assessment of the condition of the gums, teeth, dental prostheses and
oral hygiene. The assessment consists of observing the resident or asking questions about the MDS
parameters for assessment. An intra-oral examination is not required. Given that the MDS has a dichotomous
scoring method (yes/no), the assessment of oral problems and the condition of structures provides no
indication of severity. Dental health interventions are not expected upon administration of the MDS.

3.3.6. Minimum Data Set/Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP)

This tool combines the MDS and Resident Assessment Protocol (RAP) into a single instrument. The RAP
protocol helps nurses organize care for residents in care facilities based on the observations made using the
MDS. The MDS/RAP tool is part of the RAI approach (Resident Assessment Instrument), which allows for a
full description of the resident’s condition, guides the health care professional in implementing a care plan
adapted to the resident’s needs, and evaluates the quality of care in care facilities. The MDS/RAP parameters
for assessment and response options are identical to those of the MDS. However, if abnormal conditions are
noted in the mouth, the RAP protocol sets out measures to refer the resident to an oral health professional.
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3.3.7. Minimum Data Set For Home Care (MDS-HC)

This is a version of the MDS that has been adapted to seniors receiving care at home, hence “HC” for “home
care”. It can be used by nurses, social workers, therapists and even doctors. MDS-HC condenses the MDS
oral health section. Indeed, the MDS-HC assesses only three parameters: chewing problems, the presence
of xerostomia and difficulties related to teeth brushing. As is the case for the MDS, the scoring method is
dichotomous and measures to improve individual oral health are not suggested.

3.3.8. InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC)

InterRAI provides a global assessment system for seniors. Designed by a panel of health experts, this system
is applied to various populations in different formats. InterRAI-HC is meant for seniors receiving care at home.
This tool may be used by all health care professionals. It contains 20 sections, of which one is dedicated to
oral health (section K). The wearing of dental prostheses, the teeth, xerostomia and chewing difficulties are
assessed. The assessment consists of observing the resident and asking questions about the items for
assessment. It is based on the presence or absence of abnormal conditions, with the two response options
being “yes” and “no”. No intervention is suggested following use.
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3.3.9. Optimized Photograph Supported Oral Health Related Section InterRAI
(OHR-InterRAI)

This tool was designed based on the oral health section of InterRAI. However, OHR-InterRAI adds
photographic materials to this section and assesses more items than its precursor. This tool is intended to
identify older residents in care facilities who require assistance with dental hygiene care or need to consult a
dentist. The tool can be used by nurses, caregivers, dental hygienists, dentists and other professionals. The
OHR-InterRAI identifies chewing, pain and salivation-related issues through resident questions. If cognitive
problems or other issues prevent the resident from answering, the questions are directed to the caregiver.
The tool also assesses the teeth, tooth and dental prosthesis hygiene, the gums, the tongue and the mucosae
on a three-point scale. Interventions are suggested if items receive a score above 1. An artificial source of
light is the only requirement for assessment.

3.3.10. Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR)

The DHR is used by nurses to rapidly determine the quantity of plaque on teeth and dental prostheses and
to assess the oral hygiene of seniors living in care facilities. It was a designed by an expert panel of dentists,
dental hygienists, nurses and geriatrists. The panel conducted a review of literature on instruments to assess
dental plaque and analyzed the assessment criteria of existing tools, such as the Simplified Oral Hygiene
Index(99) also known as “OHI-S”, the mucosal-plaque Index(82) and the ROAG in order to develop the DHR.
The DHR has two categories: maxilla and mandible. Each category is scored on a three-point scale. The
scores are added together upon completion of the assessment, and recommendations are made based on
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this overall score. If the total score is 1, the recommendation is to monitor hygiene and pay special attention
to difficult-to-clean areas. If the total score falls between 2 and 4, the recommendation is to improve resident’s
dental hygiene. With this tool, the examiner only requires a pen lamp to assess the resident.

3.3.11. General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI)

This is a self-assessment questionnaire developed to assess the dental health-related quality of life of seniors
living at home. The GOHAI also includes a number of oral health assessment components. Dentists and
nurses designed the tool in consideration of oral health indicators and by drawing from a literature review on
how oral disease affects seniors and questionnaires assessing the functioning of oral structures. All health
care professionals can administer the questionnaire during an individual interview with a resident. The GOHAI
primarily assesses oral functions (eating, chewing, swallowing, speaking), psychosocial functions (self-image,
self-criticism regarding oral health, social withdrawal), and pain. It comprises 12 questions, each of which is
scored on a five-point scale ranging from “always” to “never”. The total score indicates where there is a need
for dental examination or a referral to a dentist.

3.3.12. Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS)

This tool assesses the oral health of seniors requiring nursing care in care facilities. Numerous professionals
took part in developing the OAS, including, dentists, hygienists, social workers and doctors. The parameters
measured by the OAS were chosen by the expert group following a review of literature on oral health
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assessment tools. The OAS requires no dental instrument or equipment to use. It has three categories: oral
hygiene, chewing and swallowing, and oral function. Each category has three sub-categories. Scoring is
based on a three-point scale: A, B, and C represent scores of 2, 1 and 0 respectively, In the event of a high
total score, the resident is referred to a dental professional.

3.3.13. The Holistic And Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT)

This tool was designed by nurses and dental hygienists for use by nurses in care facilities. It was developed
in three phases, which respectively consisted of identifying existing tools, creating the tool itself, and analyzing
its reliability. The THROAT assesses the condition of seniors’ oral structures and allows users to estimate the
outcome of measures to improve hygiene and oral health. It comprises nine categories: lips, teeth and dental
prostheses (only concerning dental plaque), gums, mucosae, palate, tongue, floor of mouth, breath and
saliva. While most tools assess the palate as part of the mucosae category, the THROAT assigns it a
dedicated category. In addition, the floor of the mouth is often assessed as part of the tongue category, but
again, the THROAT contains a dedicated category. It should be noted that the THROAT does not assess
tooth decay. Assessments are based on a four-point scale, ranging from 0 (normal) to 3 (severe). Gloves and
a pen lamp are required to examine the oral cavity of residents.
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3.3.14. Mucosal Plaque Score (MPS)

This tool primarily assesses the oral hygiene of seniors in hospital or in other health facilities, such as care
facilities. A group of experts in dentistry and geriatrics took part in creating the tool. The MPS can be used by
nurses or dental professionals. For an intra-oral examination, the tool requires two dental mirrors and a source
of natural or artificial light. The MPS has two categories: assessment of mucosae, particularly their level of
inflammation (mucosal score) and the assessment of dental plaque (plaque score). Each category is scored
on a four-point scale (1 to 4). The scores are then added together, with the minimum total being 2 points
(acceptable) and the maximum total being 8 points (poor). No intervention is suggested following
administration. The MPS has a number of distinguishing characteristics. For example, out of the tools
identified by this review, it appears to be the only one that considers the presence of gingival hyperplasia and
the inflammation of the opening of the parotid duct. In addition, the MPS does not account for food debris
when assessing dental plaque.

3.3.15. Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE)

This tool allows nurses to assess the oral health of seniors in care facilities, regardless of the presence of
neurocognitive disorders. The BOHSE was developed by nurses following a review of the main oral health
tools available and based on the recommendations of the American Dental Association and dental faculties
in the United States. It assesses ten items: lymph nodes; lips; tongue; mucosae on cheeks, floor of mouth
and palate; gums; natural teeth; artificial teeth; number of occluding pairs of teeth; as well as teeth and dental
prostheses hygiene. To assess residents, the examiner uses a tongue depressor, gloves, a source of light,
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and, if needed, gauze. The BOHSE includes a column with instructions on examining the oral structures. Out
of the other tools identified for this review, the BOHSE is the only one that assesses the swelling of lymph
nodes in the neck and the duration of lesions on the lips and mucosae. In addition, the BOHSE accounts for
the number of teeth with signs of inflammation in the surrounding gum tissue. Finally, the tool assesses tooth
loss as part of the mucosae category. There is a three-point scale for scoring: 0 (healthy), 1 (change) and
2 (unhealthy). The resident is referred to a dentist if the lips, mucosae, gums or natural teeth receive a score
of 1 or above, or if any one of the 10 structures assessed receives a score of 2.

3.4. Methodological quality of studies reviewed by measurement property

Table VIII presents the methodological quality of studies identified by measurement property, and Table IX
presents the quality criteria for measurement properties in terms of reliability and validity. The identified
studies(74–88) all analyzed at least one measurement property, but none of them explored all
nine measurement properties suggested by the COSMIN checklist. The study focusing on the OHAT (77) was
the only one to review five measurement properties. Out of the studies identified, InterRAI-HC(78) assessed
the fewest measurement properties.

One study(80) had a methodological quality deemed “very good” or “adequate” for two measurement
properties. These properties were criterion validity and inter-examiner reliability of the DHR. In addition, three
studies(74,86,87) had “very good” or “adequate” methodological quality for only one measurement property. The
studies in question were the OHSTNP and the GOHAI (criterion validity) and the MDS-HC (inter-examiner
reliability). Studies were deemed to have “doubtful" methodological quality when information on the
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measurement property in question was only partially available. If the information or supporting data were not
included in the study, methodological quality was deemed to be “inadequate”.
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Table VIII: Methodological quality of studies reviewed by measurement property and quality criteria for measurement property – Validity.

Content Validity
Tool

Criterion validity

Methodological Quality Measurement Property Quality

Methodological Quality

Measurement Property Quality
n/a

OHAT

Doubtful

±

Inadequate

OHSTNP

Doubtful

-

Very good

ROAG

Doubtful

±

Inadequate

n/a

Inadequate

n/a

ROAG-J

?
Sensitivity: ≤ 0.43 and ≥ 0.57 nurse; ≤ 0.67 and ≥ 0.71 caregiver Specificity: ≥ 0.80 nurse and ≥ 0.69 caregiver

MDS

Doubtful

-

Inadequate

n/a

MDS/RAP

Doubtful

-

Inadequate

n/a

MDS-HC

Doubtful

-

Inadequate

n/a

InterRAI-HC

Doubtful

-

Inadequate

n/a

OHR-InterRAI

Doubtful

+

Inadequate

n/a

DHR

Doubtful

±

Very good

GOHAI

Doubtful

±

Very good

OAS

Doubtful

±

Inadequate

n/a

THROAT

Doubtful

±

Inadequate

n/a

MPS

Doubtful

+

Inadequate

n/a

BHOSE

Doubtful

+

Inadequate

n/a

+
rho = 0.78; p < 0.001 (DHR and OHI-S); rho = 0.83; p < 0.001 (DHR and MPS)

r = 0.47; p < 0.001 (GOHAI – only item on oral health) et r = 0,33; p < 0,001 (GOHAI - No. of teeth)

Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment
Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral
Assessment Sheet (OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE), rho = Spearman correlation coefficient, p = p-value, r = Pearson correlation coefficient, number (No.).
n/a: Not applicable; when the methodological quality of a study is deemed inadequate. The COSMIN criteria qualify measurement properties as sufficient (+), insufficient (-), inconsistent (±) or indeterminate (?).
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Table IX: Methodological quality of studies reviewed by measurement property and quality criteria for measurement property – Reliability.

Internal consistency
Tool

Intra-examiner reliability

Inter-examiner reliability

Methodological Measurement Methodological Measurement Methodological
Quality
Quality
Quality
Property Quality
Property Quality
Doubtful

+

Methodological
Quality

Measurement
Property Quality

+

Doubtful

?

Inadequate

n/a

OHSTNP

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

ROAG

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

ROAG-J

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

MDS

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

ICC = 0.77 and 0.46 (nurse - nurse, sections L and
M)

MDS/RAP

Inadequate

n/a

Inadequate

n/a

MDS-HC

Inadequate

n/a

Adequate

InterRAI-HC

Inadequate

n/a

OHR-InterRAI

Inadequate

n/a

DHR

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

?
k = 0.45 to 0.92

Doubtful

Measurement Property
Quality

OHAT

ICC = 0.78; p < 0.00
1

Doubtful
Adequate

Test-retest

ICC = 0.74; p < 0.001

?
rho = 0.810 (dentist - nurse); 0.845
(dentist - caregiver)

±
Kw = 0.45 to 0.84 (nurse - DH)

?
k = 0.45 to 0.84

±

Kw = 0.60 (nurse - nurse)

?
k = 0.13 to 0.60 (dentist - caregiver) and
0.27 to 0.63 (caregiver - caregiver)

?
k = 0.4 (DH - nurse)
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Table IX: Methodological quality of the studies reviewed by measurement property and quality criteria for measurement property – Reliability (cont’d).
Internal consistency
Tool

Methodological
quality

GOHAI

Doubtful

Intra-examiner reliability

Quality of
Quality of
Methodological
measurement
measurement
quality
property
property

Inter-examiner reliability
Methodological
quality

Quality of
measurement
property

Test-retest
Quality of
Methodological
measurement
quality
property

?
α = 0.79

+

?

OAS

Doubtful

Doubtful

THROAT

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

MPS

Inadequate

n/a

Doubtful

BHOSE

Inadequate

n/a

α = 0.72

±
Kw = 0 to 0.96
(95% CI 0.90–1.02)

Kw = 0.62

ICC = 0.71 and 0.89
(dental professional –
patient care attendant)

±

Doubtful

Kw = 0.56 (95% CI 0.41–0.71) to 0.80 (95% CI 0.68–0.92)
Post-stroke specialist nurse - DH

Doubtful

Kw = 0.70 (dentist 1, dentist 2) and 0.77
(dentist 1, 2 DH, 1 nurse)

Doubtful

r = 0.40 to 0.68 (dentist - nurse)
k = - 0.02 to 0.82 (dentist - nurse)

+
?

Doubtful

?
r = 0.79 – 0.88

Abbreviations: Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP), Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT), Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG), Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J), Minimum Data Set (MDS), Minimum Data Set / Resident
Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP), Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC), InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC), optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related section-InterRAI (OHR-InterRAI), Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR), General Oral Health
Assessment Index (GOHAI), Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS), The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT), Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS), Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE), dental hygienist (DH), not applicable (n/a), rho = Spearman
correlation coefficient, r = Pearson correlation coefficient, ICC = interclass coefficient; k = kappa coefficient, Kw = weighted kappa coefficient, CI = confidence interval , α = Cronbach’s alpha, p = p-value.
n/a: not applicable; when study methodological quality is considered inadequate. COSMIN criteria qualify a measurement property as sufficient (+), insufficient (-), inconsistent (±) or indeterminate (?).
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It should be noted that methodological quality of the studies was deemed “questionable” when information
related to the measurement property under consideration was partially available. If this information or
supporting data was not provided in the study, the methodological quality of the study was considered
“inadequate”.

Measurement properties not assessed in the studies(74–88) included hypothesis testing of construct validity,
structural validity, error measurement and responsiveness.

3.5. Quality criteria for measurement properties: Validity

As outlined in Table VIII, three tools (OHR-InterRAI, MPS and BOHSE) were found to have sufficient (+)
content validity. Five tools were found to have insufficient (-) content validity, as the relevance of the tool
elements or completeness of the items to be assessed proved questionable. Six tools were found to have
inconsistent (±) content validity, as some of their COSMIN assessment parameters were scored as sufficient,
while others were found to be insufficient.

Sensitivity and specificity tests and correlations were performed to analyze the criterion validity of the tools.
Sensitivity and specificity were determined for the OHSTNP. When nurses administered the tool, sensitivity
for the natural teeth, dentures and oral function–related categories was equal to or greater than 0.67 with a
95 % confidence interval (CI) of 0.51 to 0.78. Sensitivity for these same categories was 0.71
(95 % CI 0.58-0.75) and higher when the OHSTNP was used by caregivers. Sensitivity for the other OHSTNP
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categories was lower than these figures. Specificity for all OHSTNP categories was equal to or greater than
0.80 (95 % CI 0.69-0.86) and 0.69 (95 % CI 0.59-0.76) when administered by nurses and caregivers,
respectively. Despite the availability of these data, the quality of the criterion validity of the OHSTNP was
considered to be indeterminate (?). According to the COSMIN evaluation criteria, correlations must be
performed to qualify this measurement property. In this case, no correlations were performed.

Spearman and Pearson correlations were established in two studies(74,80) to explore the criterion validity of
the DRH and GOHAI. In the study(80) examining the DHR, nurses used the tool with older adults, and a gold
standard administered the OHI-S Debris Index and the MPS to these same people. The results of these
assessments were correlated. The correlation between the DHR and the OHI-S Debris Index was found to
be “strong” (rho = 0.78; p < 0.001), and the correlation between the DHR and the MPS was found to be “very
strong” (rho = 0.83; p < 0.001). Since the correlations calculated exceeded 0.70, criterion validity was
considered sufficient (+). In the study(74) examining the GOHAI, correlations were observed between GOHAI
scores and the oral health self-assessment completed by participants. In addition, the GOHAI was correlated
with clinical assessments performed for a dentist. These assessments involved the number of teeth, dental
mobility, root and coronal caries, OHI-S index and the number of pathological oral conditions. Associations
were found to be statistically significant between the GOHAI and the oral health self-assessment
(r = 0.47; p < 0.001) and between the GOHAI and number of teeth (r = 0.33; p < 0.001). These correlations
were considered “moderate”. The correlation between the GOHAI and the other clinical parameters collected
by the dentist was less than 0.13 and not statistically significant. Since the correlations remained below 0.70,
criterion validity of the GOHAI was considered insufficient (-).
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3.6. Quality criteria for measurement properties: Reliability

Statistical data on internal consistency were published only in the GOHAI and OAS studies (74,88). Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha for these two tools was 0.79 and 0.72, respectively. The p-values of these coefficients were
not presented in these studies. Although these coefficients exceeded the threshold of 0.70 (as recommended
by COSMIN evaluation criteria), there was not enough evidence to consider internal consistency sufficient.
Internal consistency depends on content validity, which was found to be inconsistent in the validity analyses
for the studies examining the GOHAI and OAS.

Intra-examiner reliability for the OHAT was considered sufficient (+), as the intraclass correlation coefficient
was equal to or greater than 0.70 (ICC = 0.78; p < 0.001).

Intra-examiner reliability for THROAT was considered sufficient (+) for the lips, teeth, denture, gums, mucous
membranes, palate and tongue categories. The weighted kappa coefficient for these categories varied
from 0.73 (95 % CI 0.59-0.87) to 0.96 (95 % CI 0.90-1.02). However, intra-examiner reliability for THROAT
was insufficient (-) for the breath, saliva and floor of the mouth categories. Weighted kappa coefficients for
these categories varied from 0 to 0.69 (95 % CI 0.54-0.84). In sum, intra-examiner reliability for THROAT was
considered to be inconsistent (±).
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Intra-examiner reliability for the OHR-InterRAI was indeterminate (?), because the weighted kappa correlation
coefficient was not calculated for this tool. Furthermore, intra-examiner reliability for the MPS was considered
to be insufficient (-), owing to its weighted kappa coefficient, which was found to be low.

Twelve studies(75–77,79–87) assessed the inter-examiner reliability of the tools. Inter-examiner reliability was
considered sufficient (+) in the OHAT and MPS studies(77,82). The intraclass correlation coefficient for the
OHAT was 0.74 (p < 0.001). The MPS had two weighted kappa coefficients: 0.70 (dentist 1 and dentist 2) and
0.77 (dentist 1, two dental hygienists and one nurse). Confidence intervals for the weighted kappa coefficients
were not presented in these two studies.

Inter-examiner reliability was considered inconsistent (±) for three tools (ROAG, MDS and THROAT). For
example, the ROAG had a weighted kappa coefficient of 0.84 for only the swallowing category (+), while the
coefficient was below 0.70 (-) for the lips, mucous membranes, tongue, teeth and saliva categories. The
weighted kappa coefficient was not calculated for the voice and gum categories in the ROAG. Similarly,
Section L of the MDS had an intraclass coefficient equivalent to 0.77 (+), while section M of the MDS had an
intraclass coefficient corresponding to 0.46 (-). Neither the confidence intervals of the weighted kappa
coefficients nor the p-values of the intraclass correlations were detailed in the ROAG and MDS studies (75,81),
respectively. For THROAT, inter-examiner reliability was considered sufficient (+) for the lips, gums, mucous
membranes and palate categories. The weighted kappa values varied from 0.71 (95 % CI 0.57-0.85) to 0.80
(95 % CI 0.68-0.92). For the other THROAT categories, the weighted kappa coefficient remained below 0.7
(-).
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Inter-examiner reliability was deemed indeterminate (?) for the OHSTNP, ROAG-J, OHR-InterRAI, DHR and
BOHSE, since neither the weighted kappa coefficient nor the intraclass correlation coefficient were reported
in the studies.

The MDS/RAP, InterRAI HC, GOHAI and OAS studies(74,76,78,88) did not assess inter-examiner reliability.

The “test-retest” measurement property was measured for three tools: OHAT, OAS and BOHSE. However,
the OAS was the only tool for which test-retest reliability was reported as sufficient (+).
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4. Discussion

This systematic review has identified 15 tools. Other recent systematic reviews(89,90) on the same subject have
yielded fewer. For example, the systematic reviews conducted by Everaars et al. (89) and Thapa et al.(90)
identified ten and eight tools, respectively. These differences would mainly result from the number of
databases consulted in order to locate the tools. In the present systematic review, seven databases were
searched, while in the review by Everaars and Thapa only three databases were searched.

The tools identified as part of this review assess oral health in different ways. This means we count tools that
primarily assess oral structures; oral structures and oral function; oral function, psychosocial function and
quality of life related to oral health; and the presence of dental plaque. The tools that assess the state of the
oral structures (OHAT, BHOSE, THROAT, ROAG and ROAG-J) examine almost all of an individual’s oral
structures, but with some differences. For example OHAT and BOHSE assess the condition of the teeth based
on the extent of tooth decay. THROAT assesses tooth condition based solely on the presence of dental
plaque. This clearly shows THROAT’s weakness, as tooth decay assessment gains importance with
individuals like frail seniors in long-term care, where dental caries are known to be common.(28,29,57) The tools
that assess both oral structures and function (MDS, MDS/RAP, MDS-HC, OHR-InterRAI, InterRAI-HC, OAS
and OHSTNP) appear intriguing. It would be natural to assume that they are more complete. However, we
found that with the exception of OHSTNP, they provide only a summary assessment of oral structures and
function. With respect to assessing oral function, these tools primarily assess the individual’s chewing ability,
but in a subjective manner, by asking the resident if they have any chewing issues. The process requires that
the person being examined have a certain level of understanding. To objectively assess chewing function, a
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number of actions must be initiated that require several steps, some of which may not be carried out in this
population within a limited time frame. We feel it becomes difficult to include a functionality dimension in oral
health screening tools, even though oral function is important. This is owing to the complexity of the training
needed for examiners to be able to administer the tool and the lack of cooperation that can be expected from
residents with cognitive impairments. Other tools assess certain dimensions of oral health, such as GOHAI,
which measures oral function and psychosocial functioning related to oral health, without necessarily
distinguishing oral disease that can alter these functions. This means that oral health measurement is limited
with this tool. DHR and MPS only assess dental plaque. Although its use is limited, it is completely relevant,
particularly in a context where numerous oral health issues, such as dental caries and periodontal disease,
begin with increased dental plaque accumulation.

4.1. Scoring system

Some tools, such as MDS, MDS/RAP, MDS-HC and InterRAI only identify the presence of abnormalities.
Their grading system provides no information as to the severity of the condition. In these cases, determining
the extent of the involvement is limited, and there is limited possibility of prioritizing any identified
abnormalities. Regardless, these tools may be useful. They are easy to administer by professionals with
limited oral health training, which limits the potential for error during screening for structure condition or the
component to be assessed. Other tools, like OHAT, OHSTNP, ROAG, ROAG-J, THROAT, OHR-InterRAI,
MPS and BOHSE use a grading system based on the extent to which the assessed structures are affected.
The concept of severity is important in an oral health screening tool, as it directs the examiner toward the
damaged oral structures. Observing the severity of the damage is important for determining the required
intervention speed.
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Assessment of the extent of involvement differs between tools. Determining the extent of structure
involvement varies based on the number of levels of severity included in the tool and the severity
measurement for each of those levels. Determining the ideal number of levels and their degrees of severity
depends on a number of factors, including the qualifications of the examiner, the intended clientele, the
individual or population objective of the collected data, possible administration time, and the availability (or
lack thereof) of instruments that will enhance screening accuracy. For an oral health screening tool, with
non-dental professional examiners and a potentially uncooperative clientele, a number of levels of
achievement have to be allocated to a tool, but this limits variability with respect to measuring degrees of
severity within those levels.

The OHSTNP, OHAT, ROAG, OHR-InterRAI, OAS and BOHSE tools determine the degree of severity of the
elements measured in three states, while ROAG-J and THROAT assess the degree of severity using four
states. The measured structures go from a normal state to an abnormal one, with the exception of the OAS,
which puts a state of severe deterioration first and progresses toward a state with few or minimal problems.
Degrees of severity in the notation system also vary from tool to tool, even in tools that include the same
number of answer choices. For example, ROAG-J and THROAT qualify severity using four states of
abnormality, but in different ways. The first two scores on ROAG-J qualify the normal state of dental structures
using two degrees (normal [0] /normal, but with changes toward abnormality [1]) and the two other scores (2
to 3) indicate an abnormal condition of the oral structures based on two degrees of severity, as well. THROAT
uses one normal state (0) and three abnormal states (1, 2, and 3). The tools that determine the involvement
of dental structures in three states are more standardized, as the first degree of the assessment often involves
the normal condition of the structures, while the two others refer to the abnormal state of the structures. It
would be natural to assume that introducing more than three states of abnormality would be beneficial in
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better assessing the state of dental structures. In an adult population without cognitive deficits, increased
precision would be desirable and achievable. However, as described in the introduction to this systematic
review, the ideal assessment tools must be short, owing in part to poor cooperation on the part of frail seniors.

A few of the identified tools(77,80,82,84,85,87) introduce a notion of quantity for determining the degree of
involvement. The BOHSE, OHAT and OHSTNP are quite similar, as are the DHR, OHR-InterRAI and MPS
dental plaque index. The concept of quantification is set out in the DHR and MPS plaque index, as they were
designed to determine the amount of dental plaque present in the resident’s mouth. However, the DHR
requires estimating the number of teeth that have plaque. This is less feasible in situations where assessment
time is limited with persons who have cognitive deficits. Quantification findings must be taken with a grain of
salt. For example, with MPS, a resident can have very little dental plaque yet still have an elevated score,
while another resident may have only a single tooth completely covered in plaque and obtain a low score, as
only the number of teeth that have plaque was considered during the assessment. In this case, the importance
of the presence of dental plaque on each of the teeth in the mouth was not considered. The results obtained
using this tool are likely to skew the observed reality along with the conclusions that may be drawn regarding
this aspect of the individual’s oral health.

Quantification of involvement can be questionable under the BOHSE, OHAT and OHSTNP. For example,
caries in one to three teeth is considered to be a “change”, while if more than four decayed teeth, the structure
is considered “unhealthy”. It is difficult to consider the presence of one to three decayed teeth as “changes”,
as they can be severely decayed and may have caused an apical infection. Similarly, with OHAT and
OHSTNP, the assessment of dentures in these tools is done by quantifying the length of time the dentures
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have been in use. There are several reasons that may justify using duration of denture use for a frail individual
and even explain why he or she does not wear them at all. Several of these are unrelated to the condition of
the dentures or any discomfort, pain or injury they may cause. In long-term care settings, whether dentures
are worn or not, as well as their daily usage time can be related to caregiver availability for oral care, the
number of available caregivers on the unit, and the centre’s policy. Denture use can also depend on the
resident’s general condition, their cooperation with mouth placement, or cognitive instability that may make
the resident irritable and aggressive. In the above-mentioned tools, if the resident wears their dentures one
to two hours per day, this is considered “changes”, whereas not wearing dentures at all is considered
“unhealthy”. Already, the qualifications of “changes” and “unhealthy” do not initially seem appropriate when it
comes to indicating the condition of a dental appliance or situation related to its use. In addition, regarding
usage time, the determination of length of time attributed to these two categories seems vague, approximate
and difficult to assess clinically. There is also a big difference in intervals between two hours of wearing the
dental prosthesis and not wearing it at all for a whole day. The assessment of this item in a person who wears
dentures three or four hours a day would probably not be considered in this assessment, given the lack of
answer choices. Because the examiners are not continually present over long periods, certifying the length
of time dentures are worn by the examined individuals becomes difficult. The authors of these tools do not
explain how they arrived at the determination of denture wear time in their estimate of severity in the
assessment scales. The concept of wear time does not seem adequate to qualify the severity of the dental
appliance situation, nor does it examine the quality of the dentures (stability, retention) or the quality of their
use.

The words chosen in some tools to qualify the extent of the structure’s involvement are less appropriate in
some cases. For example, in the MPS, the gums are assessed using the words “normal appearance of the
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gum”. A health care professional unfamiliar with oral health would likely find it difficult to determine what a
normal appearance of the gum tissues looks like without at least a minimal description or reference image of
what constitutes tissue normality. At first glance, the word “changes” in OHAT and BOHSE may designate
any change that is pathological in nature. However, we can assume that the word “changes” refers to
physiological changes related to the aging of the oral structures. Moreover, the word does not apply
appropriately to denture condition, pain qualification, or the state of daily dental hygiene; even the word
“unhealthy” used in these tools do not suitably qualify denture condition. Similarly, the words “acceptable” and
“unacceptable” used by the OHR-InterRAI could be interpreted in various ways by the examiner, even if short
text descriptions are provided. Words selected on the basis of severity are better presented in the ROAG,
ROAG-J and THROAT assessment tools. This concept follows a seriousness or severity sequence
recognized by all health professionals, such as “mild”, “moderate” and “severe”.

Compared to the textual descriptions generally used in oral health assessment tools, the use of illustrations
of normal tissues and various levels of abnormality could better help professionals identify abnormal oral
conditions. Using illustrations or images would decrease the likelihood of screening errors and thus the
number of false positives and negatives. Ideally, an oral health screening tool should be able to give an
indication of the extent to which oral health is compromised and, ultimately, how urgent it is to intervene. To
do so, it must clearly qualify the extent of the damage and also detect when normality is present. Only the
OAS and the OHR-InterRAI used images to assess the oral health status. However, these tools have a validity
and reliability considered to be low.
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4.2. Administration time

Administration time varies between tools. The tools that are quickest to administer are the DHR and MPS,
which only assess the presence of dental plaque, which explains their short duration. OHSTNP, ROAG-J and
the oral health section of the MDS/RAP take three to four minutes to administer. OHAT and BOHSE require
about seven minutes. GOHAI (30 minutes) and OHR-InterRAI (35 minutes) took the longest to administer. It
should be pointed out that there is not necessarily any link between a tool’s administration time and the
accuracy of its oral health assessment. In fact, the diversity of the dimensions of oral health is the most
important factor in enhancing the accuracy of abnormality detection, but mainly to ensure the validity of the
overall oral health assessment.

What we are looking for in an assessment tool is its ability to identify abnormalities in all the oral structures
by tissue family or structure proximity, as well as abnormalities in other oral health components as accurately
as possible, with a short administration time. The only way to know if the tools accurately identify dental
structure abnormalities is by comparing, via statistical analysis, the results obtained by an examiner to those
collected by a gold standard. In all cases, screening tools must be simple, quick and intuitive in its structure
and administration sequence. It should be noted that the OHAT, BOHSE and MPS were administered
primarily to individuals with neurocognitive impairments. The presence of this type of disorder makes it even
more imperative to use a quickly administered tool that is nonetheless accurate at detecting oral
abnormalities. In general, the length of administration of an assessment tool should ideally not exceed the
average oral care cooperation time of a frail individual. This time may vary depending on the patient’s level of
cognitive or physical loss of independence.
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4.3. Training and calibration

Detecting oral health abnormalities requires knowledge of the normal state of oral structures and other
components that define oral health. Compared to other health care professionals, dental professionals have
received training that allows them to recognize any deviations from the norm in oral structures and other oral
health components. Most non-dental professionals probably have limited to nonexistent oral health training.
Their experience with observing oral structures and other oral health components will likely be even more
limited. This means that developing training on each of the dimensions assessed by the screening tool, along
with a tool administration handbook, would potentially enhance the correlation with the gold standard,
inter-examiner reliability, and likely even intra-examiner reliability. Prior training would also make it possible
to identify abnormalities more quickly during screening, which would potentially lead to fewer false negatives
and positives.

Examiner training and calibration was conducted for the use of the inventoried tools, with the exception of
GOHAI, THROAT and OHSTNP. For GOHAI and THROAT, no information on training and calibration process
was provided. For OHSTNP, the authors of the tool did not want the examiners to receive any training. It was
found that the examiners correctly assessed three categories (teeth, dentures and oral function) among the
12 categories to be assessed. This means that when only a third of the categories to be assessed appear to
have a sound correlation with the gold standard, the OHSTNP authors’ decision is cast into doubt owing to
the limited results. Questions also arise about the tool itself and its constitution with regard to its target
examiners. We feel that at the time the tool is validated, it is important to check whether the examiner’s level
of knowledge is coordinated with the level required to administer the tool and obtain valid results. Once this
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step is complete, standardized training should be used to enhance the knowledge of target examiners to a
level that yields valid results.
Inventoried data(77) indicates that non-dental health professionals do not feel they are equipped to administer
this type of tool. The data appears to indicate that the tools used by these professionals do not, in their
estimation, allow them to determine the state of the oral structures based on the written description of the
various levels of normality and abnormality described. Most of the available oral health assessment and
screening tools are based on written descriptions of the oral structures and other components of oral health.
Detecting an abnormality using a written description of an oral condition or structure means having to
construct a mental image of the condition of the structure based on the description of normality or abnormality
and then associating it with what is being observed in the resident’s mouth. Adding photos to these
descriptions could reduce the impact of lack of training on the part of non-dental professionals. According to
the literature(85), training in addition to adding illustrations to the tools would potentially make it possible to
enhance correlation with the gold standard, as well as intra- and inter-examiner reliability. Adding photos to
the screening tool might possibly decrease the intensity of the training required in order for non-dental
professionals to feel they are competent to administer the test. According to the literature(85), training in
addition to adding illustrations to the tools would potentially increase gold standard correlation as well as intra
and inter rater reliability. Adding photos to the screening tool would possibly decrease the intensity of the
training needed for these non-oral health professionals so that they perceive themselves with better
administrative skills.
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4.4. Proposed interventions following assessments

An oral health assessment tool may or may not suggest further actions following its administration, depending
on the purpose for which it was created. An oral health screening tool for frail individuals, administered by
non-dental health professionals, would most likely have the objective of early detection of oral health
abnormalities, along with suggested interventions following the assessment. We found that the most
commonly preferred actions following the resident’s assessment were referral to a dentist or to improve oral
hygiene care. These actions make it possible to limit the scope of the interventions needed to return to a
normal state.

To refer a resident to an oral health professional in a timely manner, screening for oral abnormalities must be
as accurate as possible. For example, in the study(87) of the OHSTNP, we found that residents were more
often referred to dentists when the resident’s dentures were broken, although many other oral conditions may
have been present. It is important to remember that the examiners of this tool were not trained in its use. The
examiner’s judgment was called upon as to whether the resident should be referred to a dentist or not,
depending on the conditions identified during the oral examination.

A tool developed to screen for certain oral health conditions would benefit from including a guide that sets out
the various management options when abnormalities or pathologies are found during the tool’s administration.
Currently, these individuals have limited access to dental professionals. It therefore becomes necessary to
enable early detection of oral abnormalities by non-dental professionals who care for frail seniors. These
professionals could reduce delays and the scope of the interventions needed by conducting oral health
screening using a tool that includes a guide to managing any detected abnormalities. To improve oral health
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in the group of frail individuals, a guide to managing oral health abnormalities should be part of or appended
to the proposed screening tool. An individual oral health screening tool without a guide to managing oral
pathologies or abnormalities, such as the MDS, MDS-HC or THROAT would not achieve the objective of a
quick return to normality of the various oral health components.

4.5. Quality of the studies

Generally speaking, none of the inventoried studies assessed all the psychometric properties of the
assessment tools. Only one tool, OHAT, explored more psychometric parameters in a single publication.
These results are consistent with those published by Thapa(90) and Everaars(89).

With respect to validation, the studies do not present enough data supported by statistical analysis.
Professionals from the disciplines in question (dentists, dental hygienists, geriatricians, nurses, physicians,
and others) took part in developing the content of the inventoried tools, with the exception of ROAG-J. They
were also questioned about the relevance of the contents of the tools. Despite this, the methodological
approach undertaken to validate the relevance of the tools was deemed doubtful. The studies do not specify
whether, during the development of the tools, the parameters to be assessed were tested on an appropriate
number of professionals. Nor do we know whether an appropriate approach was used to analyze the
preliminary data on the tool’s design. This data is only available for the DHR tool. The instructions on the tool
do not seem to be well understood by the examiners, which may affect the validity of the tools. In addition,
only studies(74,80) of the DHR, OHSTNP and GOHAI compared the results obtained by an examiner (health
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professional) to those collected by the gold standard (dentist or dental hygienist). The results of the tool
validation were not conclusive.
Instead, most of the studies(75–77,79–87) focused on exploring inter-examiner reliability. The OHAT study(77) was
the only one to assess data over time. Intra-examiner reliability and inter-examiner reliability for OHAT were
deemed sufficient. The MDS had strong inter-examiner reliability, but only for problems with chewing,
swallowing and pain. The OAS also offered good inter-examiner reliability before and after training on
administering the tool, although the methodological process for that assessment was deemed doubtful owing
to the fact that it was unknown whether the residents were stable for the period between the two examinations
(intra- and inter-examiner) and whether the examinations were carried out under similar conditions. In some
cases, the time interval between the assessments was inappropriate or not specified in the study.

GOHAI and OAS showed good internal coherence, meaning that the categories or questions presented in
those tools were closely related. Nonetheless, these results provided no information as to the temporal
stability of the tools.

BOHSE, OHAT, ROAG and DHR appeared to achieve an acceptable level of validity and reliability in oral
health assessment by non-dental professionals, despite the tools’ numerous limitations and design flaws.
However, all the tools, except for the OAS and the OHR-InterRAI, which, overall, have a questionable
reliability and validity, suffered from the lack of illustrations, both of normal and abnormal states of the oral
health components to be assessed. The lack of images or illustrations means that non-dental professionals
have to build a mental image of all these states by reading a written description, when they have neither basic
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training in oral health nor clinical experience that would validate the image they constructed. This situation
carries a significant risk of numerous false negatives and false positives following the administration of the
tool. The lack of images and illustrations creates an obligation to provide longer and more intensive training
to reduce the potential for error among non-dental examiners.

4.6. Limitations of the review

Generalizing the results on the basis of the tools’ measurement properties is limited in this review. There are
many articles focusing on any given tool, but not all of those articles have been included in this systematic
review. For example, for OHAT, this review considered only the original article, which was primarily an
assessment of the tool’s reliability. It is possible that other studies have analyzed the tool’s other psychometric
properties (construct or transcultural validity, internal consistency). Assessing all the psychometric properties
of all the existing assessment tools requires additional and even excessive effort. For example, if we wanted
to explore a tool’s transcultural validity, we would have had to inventory all the translated versions of the tool
in languages other than English to determine its validity with other populations.

However, it is important to emphasize that the purpose of this review is to inventory the main assessment
tools used with seniors, rather than evaluating the tools’ psychometric properties.
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4.7. Recommendations

The identified tools were analyzed to determine their ability to provide early detection of abnormalities in oral
structure and other oral health components in individuals from a frail population when administered by
non-dental health professionals. Although some tools obtained positive psychometric assessments, they all
had design weaknesses and shortcomings that did not allow them to achieve the desired objectives at their
maximum capacity. As a result, we recommend:
1. the design of an individual oral health screening tool for frail individuals, to be used by non-dental
health professionals. It should be based on an assessment of oral structures and other components
of oral health using images accompanied by a short text description;
2. the development of a user guide and algorithm for referral to a dental professional;
3. the creation of online training that would help achieve the level of knowledge required to obtain valid
results.
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5. Conclusion

This systematic review presents the key characteristics of oral health assessment tools used by health
professionals working with the senior population. The tools mainly target the condition of the oral structures.
Only a few tools provide suggested interventions after administration. Among the identified tools, the BOHSE,
OHAT and ROAG appear to be the most complete with respect to oral health assessment, despite their
weaknesses and shortcomings. OHAT appears to be the tool with the most valid and reliable psychometric
properties, although some do not rise to that level. The DHR is the most relevant and appropriate tool for
gauging the presence of dental plaque.

None of the identified tools met all the criteria of allowing for individual identification of abnormalities in the
oral structure and other oral health components in the target population by non-dental healthcare
professionals. This process should ideally make it possible to detect oral abnormalities early on, direct the
assessed individual to an oral health professional in a timely manner, and limit the potential interventions
needed to treat the identified oral conditions.

It is therefore necessary to develop a valid, reliable oral health screening tool that will achieve all these
objectives and to institute adapted, accessible training to ensure its continued sustainability and validity.
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Section III: Illustrated tool for oral health assessment in seniors
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1.1 Background

This section of the report focuses on the process of developing an illustrated tool for assessing oral structure
abnormalities and the dysfunctional condition of prosthodontics in Canadian seniors. More specifically, the
tool described in this report is intended to assess the condition of oral structures and other oral health
components in vulnerable seniors and to suggest specific interventions following its administration. The tool,
designed for use by non-dental healthcare professionals, assesses the condition of the lips, cheek and lip
mucosa, gums and palate, tongue, teeth, prosthodontics, dental implants, saliva, dental and prosthodontic
hygiene, and oral pain.

The tool assesses all the oral structures by tissue group or proximity to structures, as well as other oral health
components as accurately as possible. The number of items (i.e., oral structures or components) to be
assessed and the overall administration time of the tool are limited, with no loss of validity. The tool is simple
to use, quick to administer, and tailored to the senior population living in nursing homes or receiving health
care services in the home setting.

What makes this tool different is that it contains images, in the form of photos; hence the use of the term
“illustrated tool.” This type of tool makes it possible to minimize any uncertainty caused by having to build
mental images. Most oral health assessment tools present information in written form, describing normal and
abnormal oral tissues. This means that when a health professional administers an assessment tool that
includes only text descriptions, the mental image the professional builds from that information may differ from
the clinical reality of the tissues being assessed. It is important to emphasize that the illustrated tool also
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features brief written descriptions to provide clear, concise information on the abnormalities for which to
screen while keeping erroneous interpretations to a minimum.

Thanks to this tool, health professionals with or without oral health knowledge can quickly screen for abnormal
oral conditions, estimate their severity and determine the condition of the oral health components using three
levels of abnormality. It then becomes possible to report oral health problems more quickly, ensure early
intervention, and thus minimize the scope and complexity of any required treatment.

1.2 Relevance of developing an illustrated tool for assessing oral
health in Canada’s vulnerable seniors

Oral health is a multidimensional concept. Assessing it means taking stock of the condition of each of the oral
structures, which provides a picture of its overall condition. More specifically, an individual’s oral health is
determined based on an oral examination carried out by a dentist who is qualified to recognize the normality
of oral structures and diagnose any abnormalities, diseases and pathological conditions that may affect them.
Other components, such as pain, the condition of prosthodontics or dental implants, and the quality of the
patient’s oral hygiene are also part of the overall oral health assessment.

Ideally, every individual from every walk of life in the Canadian population would undergo an annual
examination by an oral health professional. This is the case for most Canadian adults, who see dental
professionals in private offices and knowingly have their oral health assessed and managed, when necessary.
However, some segments of the Canadian population, such as vulnerable seniors, do not have ready access
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to oral health professionals owing to their distance from dental offices, economic difficulties, or fragile overall
health. Among Canada’s vulnerable seniors, those living in long-term care facilities or who receive home care
owing to physical or cognitive impairments have very limited access to professional dental care.

To ensure that the oral health of Canada’s vulnerable seniors is monitored, it is essential to develop an oral
health assessment tool based on identifying normal and abnormal conditions of each of the oral structures
and oral health components. In a context where oral health professionals in nursing homes are scarce, the
tool will allow non-dental professionals to screen for the most commonly encountered changes in oral health
among vulnerable seniors. This screening will make it possible to identify oral changes early on, reduce delays
in and the scope of any required interventions, and carry out an oral health assessment with a tool that
includes a guide to interventions in response to any abnormal conditions observed.

1.3 Oral health measurement

In order to determine an individual’s oral health status, we could, as other multidimensional measurement
tools have done, determine the importance of each component or oral structure within the concept or oral
health and assign each of them a weight within an overall score. Multidimensional quantitative measurement
tools use this methodology in research when assessing groups of individuals in order to compare them and
highlight any differences that may emerge. This methodology is notably employed in epidemiological research
on populations with a view to establishing general or population measures to apply in order to enhance, for
instance, a given health status within a defined population. A quantitative measurement tool could also be
used to gauge an individual’s oral health status in order to intervene and ultimately correct any health deficit.
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The assessment tool presented in this report focuses on the individual’s oral health rather than that of the
group. In other words, it was developed for individual assessment purposes. The tool was not purposely
developed to assess the epidemiology of oral health components. However, the data obtained, when grouped
together within a given population, may provide valid information about the population in question.

Constituting an overall score incorporated into a tool does not provide a clear understanding of the
interventions needed to correct the patient’s health deficit. For this reason, the tool was developed so that in
a later development phase, a weighted score could be attributed to each of the items assessed, based on
their importance in maintaining optimal oral health. This weighted score, once developed, can help to
determine the need for intervention associated with the identified abnormality. For example, advanced tooth
decay might carry a high score because of its associated potential complications. Also, quick management
by an oral health professional is a must in this case. Comparatively, lip dryness would carry a lower score,
since severe complications from this condition are a rarity. Lip dryness can be treated with local corrective
measures, such as applying lip balm. This means that the intervention of an oral health professional would
probably not be required to treat the condition.

It is important to specify that score weighting will not be done in this stage of the tool’s development. This
process can take place later, once it is in common use for individual screening. The weighted scores will later
have to be validated by statistical analysis to confirm the accuracy and importance assigned to each of the
oral structures and components.
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1.4 Development of the illustrated tool

For non-dental healthcare professionals, the written description of oral conditions that are common in seniors
does not provide a mental image of the various states of normality and abnormality expressed by key words
in an assessment tool. Written descriptions may even lead to false positives or false negatives in greater
numbers than other ways of representing the condition of the various oral structures being examined. To
address this potential issue, visual aids, such as colour photographs and indicators, and the integration of key
words on the various conditions of oral structures could make the tool easier to administer. Being able to
choose an image that matches what was seen during the patient’s screening allows the evaluator to more
readily integrate information, since building a mental image from a descriptive text is insufficient. The evaluator
only needs to select the image of the structure in the tool that best matches the situation observed during the
screening. In case of doubt, the evaluator can refer to the key words associated with the assessed structure.
This reduces the likelihood that a non-dental health professional will make a mistake and generate erroneous
results. To ensure that the most common oral conditions are well represented, the choice of images of oral
structures and other components of oral health is a crucial factor. Because the tool image selection process
was so rigorous, the images of situations involving each of the structures are more likely to match the clinical
reality.

The tool needed to be concise so it would be adopted by the community for which it was developed, so the
conditions presented are closely aligned with those most frequently encountered in reality. This can limit
screening for and recognition of some atypical situations. However, the same can be said of tools that rely on
written descriptions of oral conditions.

The development process for the illustrated tool took place in four steps:
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Step 1: determine the oral structures and components to assess;



Step 2: Establish assessment parameters for the assessed oral structures and components;



Step 3: Identify the abnormal oral conditions most frequently encountered in seniors;



Step 4: select images that appropriately represent the concept to be assessed.

The sections that follow explain these four steps in greater detail.

Step 1: Determine the oral structures and components to be assessed

The oral structures and components of oral health assessed in the illustrated tool are:
1.

condition of the lips;

2.

condition of the mucosa of the cheeks and lips;

3.

condition of the gums and palate;

4.

condition of the tongue;

5.

saliva;

6.

condition of the teeth;

7.

condition of the prosthodontics;

8.

condition of the dental implants;

9.

tooth and prosthodontic hygiene;

10.

oral pain.
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In the illustrated tool, the oral structures and other components of oral health to be assessed are called “items.”
Adjacent oral structures and those related by tissue characteristics have been grouped together into an oral
area under the same item. For example, the tongue and floor of the mouth have been incorporated into a
single item owing to their anatomical proximity. The cheek and lip mucosae were made a single item, as they
are both anatomically adjacent and similar in terms of tissue characteristics.

The gums and palate were grouped together owing to their proximity, at least in terms of the maxilla, and their
tissue composition. On the maxilla, the tissues of the gums and palate are mostly keratinized, with the
exception of the soft palate that covers only a small part of the total surface area of the palate. Also, the
edentulous ridges of the maxilla, which often blend into the hard palate, were included in the “gums and
palate” item. With respect to the mandible, the gums around the teeth and edentulous ridges were included
in the “gums and palate” item. This association is based on the fact that the gums and edentulous ridges of
the mandible have identical cell and tissue characteristics to the gum tissues of the maxilla, making their
grouping possible.

The remaining oral structures, such as the teeth and lips, were included in the tooth without a grouping, owing
both to their specific tissue characteristics and anatomical differences. The teeth are considered the primary
oral structures. When they decay, they cause pain, food limitations and infections requiring significant
professional interventions, making it reasonable that they have their own category within the tool.
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The other oral health components were included in the tool without grouping, given their intrinsic differences.
These include saliva, oral pain, dental implants, tooth hygiene and prosthodontics and their condition.
It should be specified that the Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT) was carefully studied for its structure
during the development of the illustrated tool, as it is used worldwide and the availability of its psychometric
data. In addition, according to the systematic review described in section II of this report, OHAT is one of the
most complete oral health assessment tools available, despite its many shortcomings. The items to be
assessed and the assessment sequence in our tool are nearly identical to those in the validated OHAT tool.
However, there are some remarkable differences between OHAT and the tool we developed as part of this
report. These differences are addressed in greater detail in section III, 1.11, Comparison between the
illustrated tool and other existing oral health assessment tools.

Some aspects of oral health are not directly assessed in the tool described in this report. These are oral
function and quality of life as related to oral health. The rationale for these choices is explained in the
paragraphs below.

a. Oral function

Oral function, like speaking and chewing, is an important element in a person’s oral quality of life. For example,
effective chewing allows the person to properly grind foods, better taste them, and make them easier to
swallow. With adequate chewing, the person can eat a range of different foods and take in a variety of
nutrients to achieve optimal overall health.
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For an individual to be able to chew properly, most oral structures must be free of pain and changes; dental
implants and prosthodontics must be functional and intact when teeth are missing; and they must be able to
produce enough saliva to initiate digestion and swallowing. However, as described in the first section of this
report, frail seniors often suffer from a significant deterioration in the condition of their dental and periodontal
structures related to deficient daily oral hygiene. They also often have decreased saliva production from
medications for a variety of chronic disease and limited access to dental care and services. For these reasons,
frail seniors may have reduced chewing ability.

Although the assessment of chewing ability is essential in seniors, it is difficult to envisage incorporating an
objective or subjective measurement of chewing ability into an illustrated assessment tool for use by nondental health professionals. This can be explained by the complexity of administering the tool and the time
needed to complete the chewing function assessment.
One way to objectively measure chewing function is to count the number of posterior occlusive pairs of teeth.
It can be time-consuming for a non-dental health professional to accurately determine this number in a senior
who cooperates with the dental examination. It becomes nearly impossible to do quickly and accurately in a
frail senior with cognitive impairments who is not cooperative.

Another way to measure chewing function objectively is to ask the senior to chew a food and spit it into a
calibrated sieve so that the size of the chewed particles can be measured and the foods can be weighed in a
methodical approach. Estimates based on chewing time and the initial weight of the selected food are made
to assess the person’s chewing function. It is complex to ask non-dental professionals to apply a standardized,
rigorous protocol to determine the size of the chewed foods. In this context, the objective measurement of
chewing function becomes difficult to incorporate into the oral health assessment.
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Another possibility would be to subjectively assess the chewing function via a series of questions about the
senior’s chewing ability. In a context of loss of cognitive autonomy, it becomes difficult to obtain valid, reliable
answers to determine the true chewing ability of the senior being assessed.

The chewing function, being a dynamic process, is also difficult to represent in images.

The illustrated assessment tool presented in this report focuses mainly on the visual appearance of oral
structures and other oral health components, as well as on the patient’s perceived pain. Oral function
measurements were excluded in order to keep the tool short, reliable, valid and easy to administer, which
would potentially limit the number of false negatives and false positives.

In this context, it becomes crucial to identify any changes in oral health and pain that are commonly
encountered in seniors. These take precedence over assessing chewing ability or other oral functions;
wherein the former must be corrected to ensure the quality of the latter. In long-term care settings, when
seniors’ chewing ability is affected, the presence of a nutritionist makes it possible to change food textures so
that seniors can continue receiving adequate nutrition, even in this type of situation.

b. Oral health and quality of life

It should be specified that the illustrated tool is not intended to directly assess quality of life as it relates to an
individuals quality of life. Nonetheless, using this tool makes possible to indirectly improve quality of life
through early detection of abnormal oral conditions common among frail seniors and restoring altered dental
structures and other oral health components to normality.
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Generally speaking, any pain experienced by an individual will interfere with their well-being and quality of
life. For this reason, the illustrated tool includes a section on screening for oral pain in seniors. Oral pain is
generally acknowledged as being an indirect sign of a change in oral structures in most cases. Pain frequency
and intensity determine the priority, both intrinsic and time-related, to be given to the oral intervention needed
to correct abnormal conditions. Pain intensity is a reliable indicator of the need for rapid treatment of the
change.

Pain screening via the illustrated tool is limited, however, to identifying physical signs, vocalizations, facial
expressions and flinching or guarding movements and to determining the intensity of the pain using a threestep scale. In the tool, pain is analyzed by searching for its association with changes in oral structures or other
components of oral health, or with a structural defect in prosthodontics or injuries that they may cause. This
process is particularly relevant in a context where a large portion of long-term care residents suffer from
moderate to severe neurocognitive disorders that prevent them from answering questions about the pain they
are experiencing.

Step 2: Establish assessment parameters for the assessed oral structures and
components

The assessment parameters group together the elements related to the characteristics of oral structures and
components of oral health to which differing values can be attributed.

There are numerous parameters for assessing the health of oral structures and oral health components. In
the tool presented in this report, the assessment parameters are those than can be determined visually by
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examining oral health structures and components through images, such as the colour and texture of oral
structures or the presence of breakage on dentures. These visual characteristics are of key importance in
developing the illustrated tool. Table X shows the assessment parameters for each of the oral structures and
components of oral health.

Table X: Assessment parameters for each of the oral structures and components of oral health used to
develop the illustrated tool.
Oral structure or health
component
Lips
Mucosa of the cheeks and lips

Assessment parameters

Colour, texture, hydration, outline, swelling, bleeding, ulcers
Colour, texture, whitish patches, ulcers

Gums and palate

Colour, texture, swelling, bleeding, ulcers

Tongue

Colour, texture, whitish patches, ulcers

Saliva

Quantity of saliva, appearance of tissues bathed in saliva

Teeth

Identification of teeth, cavities caused by tooth decay, dental fractures, tooth mobility

Prosthodontics

Determination of prosthodontic condition, stability and retention. Identification of
prosthodontics

Implants

Peri-implant gum colour and swelling, implant mobility. Identification of biofilm,
food debris or tartar

Tooth and prosthodontic
hygiene

Identification of dental plaque, food debris or tartar

Oral pain

Behavioural, physical and verbal signs
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Although they can be identified visually, some assessment parameters are not included in the tool because
their assessment requires the use of dental instruments. For example, many oral health assessment tools
recommend gauging the quantity and consistency of saliva. The quantity can readily be observed by checking
the amount of saliva on the mouth floor or the appearance of the oral tissues bathed in saliva. However,
determining the consistency of saliva is more complicated. It requires the use of additional instruments, more
cooperation on the part of the person being assessed, and a longer assessment time. It is important to
emphasize that identifying the saliva’s consistency type will not result in immediate treatment of the person
being assessed. However, it may indicate the person’s level of risk for tooth decay.

Other parameters that can be identified through a visual assessment of the oral structures were eliminated
from the tool because they are hard to identify. This is the case for the papillae of the tongue, which are
assessed in other tools, such as the ROAG. The papillae are very fine structures located on the surface of
the tongue. Identifying them requires explicit knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the tongue papillae,
along with close attention to their identification and sufficient observation time to be able to determine whether
or not they are present. This means it can be difficult for the health professional to reliably identify the tongue
papillae.

The pain assessment parameters included in the illustrated tool are based on the presence or absence of
behavioural, physical and verbal signs on the part of the person being examined. This is justified by the fact
that pain cannot be directly observed. It is a sensation the individual experiences and is identified following
the clear expression of its presence. In seniors with neurocognitive disorders, it can be difficult to detect pain,
determine its cause and gauge its severity because the individual may not be able to express it clearly. For
example, such individuals may express oral pain by biting on objects as a way to partially relieve the
discomfort, just as babies do when teething. They may also touch the affected area, which helps caregivers
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identify which side is affected by the pain. The pain and its intensity can also be identified by the degree of
grimacing, squinting and the absence of smiling. More intense pain may cause groans or even cries. These
behaviours are associated with problems that must be addressed urgently. The pain can lead to aggressive
behaviour toward caregivers, who have to provide care and be in physical contact with these individuals. For
all these reasons, the pain assessment parameters chosen for the illustrated tool focus on behavioural,
physical and verbal signs expressed by the individual.

Step 3: Identify the abnormal oral conditions most frequently encountered in seniors

In this step, we determined the most common abnormal oral conditions encountered in seniors (Table XI).
This selection was made on the basis of evidence-based data in section I of this report, State of Knowledge.
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Table XI: Most frequently encountered abnormal conditions in seniors, by oral structure or other oral health
component assessed in the illustrated tool.

Oral structure or health component

Abnormal conditions

Lips

Lip dryness, angular cheilitis, cold sores

Mucosa of the cheeks and lips

Pseudomembranous candidiasis, aphthous or traumatic ulcer, aphthous
stomatitis

Gums and palate

Gingivitis, prosthetic stomatitis, aphthous ulcer, gum bleeding

Tongue

Atrophied tongue, pseudomembranous candidiasis, traumatic ulcer

Saliva

Xerostomia

Teeth

Tooth decay, dental fractures, residual roots, tooth mobility, edentulousness

Prosthodontics

Breaks; inadequate stability and retention

Implants

Peri-implant mucositis, implant mobility

Tooth and prosthodontic hygiene

Dental plaque, tartar, food debris, halitosis

Oral pain

Behavioural, physical and verbal signs associated with an abnormal condition
of the oral structures

Step 4: Select images that adequately represent the concept to be assessed

To ensure that the most common oral conditions among seniors are properly represented, the choice of
images is crucial. The rigorous process used to select images for the tool boosts the odds of matching the
various situations encountered for each of the structures with the clinical reality. To do this, a methodical
process was used to properly select photos that best reflect the normal and abnormal conditions of oral
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structures and other oral health components. To begin, we prepared a table with detailed written descriptions
of what the photos should show for each oral structure and oral health component based on a scale with
several different steps, ranging from normal to severely abnormal conditions. Secondly, a team of experts
that were all dental specialists and full professors from the faculty of dental medicine at Université Laval à
Québec selected images based on the previously prepared written descriptions. Most of the images they
selected were photographs that were extracted from a database of at least 2,000 photos taken from oral
health conditions of frail elders residing in nursing home. In more details, the photos were regrouped in each
of the nine dimensions that needed to be screened. All the experts chose from each dimension database, the
best photos that represent, normal condition, mild to moderate abnormality, and severe abnormality. Then
the expert met to present the picture chosen in each dimension. The expert decided dimension by dimension,
by consensus, which of the pictures were selected. The 10th dimension (implant) was added after he tool with
nine dimensions, has been presented to a working group composed of oral health professionals and other
medical professionals, indicated by a large majority that an implant dimension should be added to the tool.
The pictures chosen for that dimension were selected and sent, based from a written description that respect
the three categories; normal appearance, mild to moderate abnormality; severe abnormality. It is difficult to
represent pain using photos of oral structures. As a result, pictograms of various facial expressions and colour
indicators were also presented to the team of experts to have them select those that properly reflected oral
pain. However, despite their usefulness, the pictograms were later dropped in order to allow space within the
tool for other conditions that were crucial to show. In all cases, as far as possible, the selected images had to
replace the written descriptions of the oral health structures and components and show their various possible
states.
It should be pointed out that, in the tool validation process, statistical analyses were later conducted to
determine whether the images selected by the experts properly reflected the concept being measured.
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1.5 Description of the illustrated tool

The illustrated tool includes a series of images in the form of photos of various oral conditions. It incorporates
a grading scale ranging from normal to abnormal states of oral structures and other components of oral health.

The images in the tool are set out in a table divided into lines and columns. On the one hand, each of the
lines groups together images about an item (oral structure or component) to be assessed. On the other hand,
each of the columns is a sequential and progressive representation of the range of levels from normal to
abnormal for each of the items. These are assessed and categorized as “normal condition,” “mild to moderate
abnormal condition,” and “severely abnormal condition.” Arranging the images in this way allows the health
professional administering the tool to simultaneously see what a normal oral condition looks like, as well as
the range of mild, moderate and severe abnormality. This makes it easier to select an image that most closely
reflects the clinical reality. The illustrated tool is presented in Appendix III.

The illustrated tool is combined with an assessment sheet in Appendix IV that provides a short written
description of the state of normality and two levels of abnormality set out in the illustrated tool. Its usefulness
lies in allowing the assessor to consult the sheet if they need more information about the normal and abnormal
oral conditions for which to screen. The document contains no images. The assessment sheet includes boxes
for the assessor to check off if a particular oral condition is detected.

The following sections include tables showing the images used in the illustrated tool on the various conditions
observed for the various oral structures and health components. The written descriptions on the assessment
sheet are also included.
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1.5.1. Lips

Table XII shows images of normal and abnormal lip conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.

Table XII: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal lip conditions, with corresponding
written descriptions.
Normal condition

Pinkish colour, uniform texture,
clear lip contour

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Red, dry and swollen

Ulcer, with or without bleeding

It is important to point out that oral structure colouring can vary depending on the person’s ethnicity.
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1.5.2. Mucosa of the lips and cheeks

Table XIII shows images of normal and abnormal lip and cheek mucosa conditions, with corresponding written
descriptions.

Table XIII: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal lip and cheek mucosa conditions,
with corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Pinkish colour, uniform texture

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Redness or localized whitish
patches. Single ulcer, less than 0.5
cm

Generalized redness or whitish
patches. Single ulcer, more than 0.5
cm, or multiple ulcers

In the written description of the lip and cheek mucosa assessment, the tool takes the diameter of the ulcerous
lesions into account in determining severity. The conditions most often associated with ulcers are minor and
major canker sores.
Minor canker sores are a common mucosal condition that can occur in the form of single or multiple ulcers.
Minor canker sores measure less than 0.8 centimetres in diameter, usually around 0.5 centimetres. They are
painful but fairly harmless. In the illustrated tool, minor canker sores are categorized as a mild to moderate
abnormal condition. A major canker sore is generally a single ulcer of larger size. It measures more than
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0.8 centimetres with a diameter of one to several centimetres. Major canker sores are more painful than the
minor variety. Although benign in nature, they are categorized as a severe abnormality in the tool owing to
their scope.

The illustrated tool places ulcers measuring less than 0.5 centimetres as a “mild to moderate abnormal
condition,” as most canker sores are minor. Single sores exceeding 0.5 centimetres or multiple ulcers are
considered a “severe abnormal condition” owing to the scope or their related symptoms.
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1.5.3. Gums and palate
Table XIV shows images of normal and abnormal gum and palate conditions, with corresponding written
descriptions.

Table XIV: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal gum and palate conditions, with
corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Pinkish colour and uniform texture

Redness or swelling localized to the
gums or palate or beneath
prosthodontics

Generalized redness or swelling of
the gums or palate or beneath
prosthodontics. Spontaneous
bleeding. Ulcer(s).
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1.5.4. Tongue

Table XV shows images of normal and abnormal tongue conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.

Table XV: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal tongue conditions, with
corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Pinkish colour and uniform texture

Circumscribed change in colour,
smooth appearance, localized loss
of texture uniformity, localized
whitish patches

Generalized change in colour and
appearance, generalized loss of
texture uniformity, generalized
whitish patches. Ulcer(s)
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1.5.5. Saliva
Table XVI shows images of normal and abnormal saliva conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.

Table XVI: Images from the illustrated tool showing various normal and abnormal conditions that can be
observed through a visual examination of saliva, with corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Plentiful saliva bathing the mucosa,
tongue and teeth. Tissues appear
shiny and moist

Thin layer of saliva coating the
mucosa, tongue and teeth. Tissues
appear shiny and moist

Apparent lack of saliva or minimal
quantity of saliva coating the
mucosa, tongue and teeth. Tissues
appear dull and dry
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1.5.6. Teeth

Table XVII shows images of normal and abnormal tooth conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.
The tool includes boxes to check off for the tooth assessment to determine whether the person to whom the
tool was administered had teeth or not

Table XVII: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal tooth conditions, with
corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

No involvement of the tooth
structure. No tooth mobility

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Superficial appearing cavity, tooth
with minor fracture. Tooth mobility
with no risk of tooth detachment

Deep appearing cavity with loss of
tooth structure, tooth with major
fracture or bare root, sharp tooth
edge. Tooth mobility with risk of tooth
detachment
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1.5.7. Dental protheses

Table XVIII shows images of normal and abnormal dental protheses conditions, with corresponding written
descriptions.

Table XVIII: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal dental protheses conditions, with
corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Intact structure. Adequate stability
and retention. Dental protheses
identified

Minor break: one artificial tooth
broken, worn or missing; alteration of
portion of the structure having little to
no impact on the dental protheses’s
function. Adequate stability and
retention. Dental protheses not
identified

Major break: several artificial teeth
broken, worn or missing; alteration of
portion of the structure, affecting the
Dental protheses’s function.
Inadequate stability and retention.
Dental protheses not identified
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1.5.8. Implants
Table XIX shows images of normal and abnormal implant conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.

Table III: Images from the illustrated tool showing normal and abnormal dental implant conditions, with
corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Obvious lack of redness and
swelling of the mucosa around the
implant. Obvious lack of biofilm,
tartar or food debris

Redness of the mucosa around the
implant. Localized presence of
biofilm, tartar and food debris on the
implant

Redness and swelling of the mucosa
around the implant; implant mobility.
Generalized presence of biofilm,
tartar and food debris on the implant
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1.5.9. Tooth and dental prothesis hygiene

Table XX shows images of normal and abnormal tooth and prosthodontic hygiene, with corresponding written
descriptions.

Table XX: Images from the illustrated tool showing the various normal and abnormal tooth and
prosthodontic conditions, with corresponding written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

Obvious lack of dental plaque,
tartar or food debris

Localized presence of dental plaque,
tartar and food debris

Generalized presence of dental
plaque, tartar and food debris. Foul
mouth odour

Foul mouth odour refers to halitosis. Obviously, halitosis cannot be detected visually, since it is an olfactory
phenomenon. Providing a scale of severity for this issue is difficult, as this would involve some subjectivity. In
addition, perception of halitosis can be diminished if the assessor is wearing a procedure mask, which may
skew the results of the assessment. Despite this, halitosis was included in the tool because its presence can
indicate poor oral hygiene. Because halitosis cannot readily be divided into categories, the tool considers its
presence a severe abnormality. No levels of severity were included.
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1.5.10. Oral pain

In the illustrated tool, colour indicators were used to categorize pain levels. To capture the sensation,
behaviours, gestures and vocalizations associated with pain were added to the written description (Table
XXI).

Table IV: Colour indicators from the illustrated tool for the assessment of oral pain, with corresponding
written descriptions.
Normal condition

Mild to moderate
abnormal condition

Severe abnormal condition

No signs of pain

Occasional signs of mild to moderate
intensity: cries, aggressiveness,
groaning, painful touch to the area,
and mouthing

Frequent signs of severe intensity:
cries, aggressiveness, groaning,
painful touch to the area, and
mouthing
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1.6. Tool rating

The illustrated tool does not assign a number value to each of the levels of severity of normal and abnormal
conditions of oral structures and other oral health components. In other words, using the tool does not produce
an overall score that determines whether a given individual has good or poor oral health. To obtain a score
that represents the reality of oral health, the anatomical structures of the mouth and other components of oral
health need to be weighted according to their importance to oral health or disease. The overall score would
then represent the actual status of the mouth that was assessed using the measurement tool. Further
explanations were provided in Section III; 1.3 of this document entitled, Oral health measurement.

It is important to bear in mind that the key objective of the illustrated tool is to allow non-dental health
professionals to carry out the early detection of quantitative and qualitative changes to the oral cavity,
structures, tissues and prosthodontics to enable quick intervention and a return to normal. Gauging a person’s
state of oral health (good or poor) is not one of the illustrated tool’s objectives, at least at this stage of its
development.

1.7. Suggested interventions

As shown in the systematic review described in Section II of this report, most assessment tools only suggest
referring the assessed individual to an oral health professional when one or more abnormal oral conditions
are found. Compared to these other tools, the interventions we suggest after administering the illustrated tool
are personalized and timely, as they will vary depending on the item assessed and the severity of the observed
abnormal condition.
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The suggested interventions after administering the illustrated tool are primarily intended to:


monitor changes in the detected abnormal condition until it resolves or in accordance with the
recommendations of the oral health professional or treating physician;



reassess the detected abnormal condition after a defined period of time;



direct the assessed individual to an oral health professional or physician for treatment of the detected
abnormal condition;



send the assessed individual back to the oral health professional or treating physician if clinical signs
associated with the detected abnormal condition persist or worsen;



ensure that daily oral care is continued;



improve dental and prosthodontic hygiene measures.

A guide was prepared to help non-dental healthcare professionals quickly and easily consult information about
suggested interventions (see Appendix V for the guide).

1.8. Administering the tool
A document on the conditions of use of the illustrated tool was prepared for non-dental healthcare
professionals who will be administering the tool. The available information includes:


what to do before the assessment;



where to conduct the assessment;



the materials needed for the senior’s assessment



the assessment sequence;



what to do when abnormal conditions are detected.
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See Appendix VI for this document.

1.9. Types of professionals who can administer the tool

In theory, this tool was developed to be administered by any non-dental healthcare professional. The
healthcare professional must be in immediate contact with the vulnerable senior in order to understand the
behavioural or physical changes associated with their condition.

It is important to point out that the tool makes it possible to screen for abnormal oral conditions and suggests
interventions following the tool’s administration. This means that the health professional administering the tool
must, on the one hand, have basic knowledge of oral health and, on the other, be able to coordinate oral
health care following the assessment of the nursing home resident.

Given the above, nurses seem to best meet these criteria, in part because of their level of training and role,
as well as their obligations and responsibilities in nursing homes and long-term care settings. Nursing staff
can thus screen for oral health abnormalities and coordinate any resulting required care. Other healthcare
professionals would likely not be ideally placed to take these actions.

Nurses in long-term care centres play a key role in monitoring residents and the care they receive. They are
also central to detecting abnormal systemic conditions in seniors in long-term care. Nurses are often familiar
with the use of tools developed to screen for age-related conditions and are able to coordinate seniors’ care.
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Nurses, despite their familiarity with a range of tools and extensive training on assessing seniors’ overall
health, often have limited knowledge of oral health.

Minimal training on how to administer the tool is therefore needed to ensure reliable screening for abnormal
oral conditions in seniors. The training would also make it possible to strongly correlate the results of oral
examinations conducted by non-dental professionals to the results of an examination by an oral health
professional under similar circumstances.

1.10. Training on administering the tool

There are many reasons to justify training non-dental healthcare professionals on the use of the tool.

First, healthcare professionals who screen for abnormal oral structure conditions need to know what
constitutes normality and abnormality of the oral structures and other components of oral health. However, in
most cases, such professionals receive only minimal training on oral health and care. They also tend to have
limited experience in observing oral structures and components of oral health. This means they are poorly
equipped to identify any deviation from normality in oral structures and identify any oral health abnormalities.

Second, although the document on administering the tool is necessary to structure and standardize the tool’s
use, it is not enough to bring the results up to the gold standard, i.e., a dentist’s ability to detect oral health
abnormalities. For this reason, providing training for healthcare professionals prior to administering the tool
would ensure more accurate identification of abnormalities that may be present during screening. This would
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potentially lower the rate of false positives and negatives while bringing the process closer to the gold
standard, i.e., inter-examiner reliability and quite likely intra-examiner reliability, as well.

Third, the target population for the oral health assessment tool is frail Canadian seniors living in nursing homes
or receiving care in the home setting. Many long-term care residents suffer from neurocognitive disorders that
reduce their level of cooperation with medical care and clinical examinations. As a result of their cognitive
impairments, they will likely not tolerate an oral health assessment for long. Healthcare professionals will thus
have a limited amount of time to examine the condition of the various oral structures and other components
of oral health. Given this, training on how to administer the tool will allow non-dental healthcare professionals
to rapidly and accurately screen for abnormal oral conditions.

Development of the tool administration training should include an accurate and detailed description of the
various conditions of oral structures and health components. Training content should be explicit, with a focus
on illustrating the various oral conditions that may be encountered while administering the tool. This exercise
should be carried out methodically and be conducted individually, one oral structure at a time, followed by
each of the other oral health components.

A brief training course in the form of online video capsules, would be the most appropriate strategy in the
current context. The training should be readily accessible at all times to allow for repeated use.
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1.11. Comparison between the illustrated tool and other existing oral
health assessment tools

Most oral health assessment tools are designed in written format, while the illustrated tool incorporates images
and short written descriptions of the various levels of normality and abnormality of the assessed items. For
non-dental healthcare professionals, a simple written description of the various states of normality and
abnormality is not enough to cement a mental image of these states expressed in key words. The use of key
words and integrated visual depictions of the states of oral structures and other health components appears
to counter this potential issue. Images representing the situations encountered during screening allow the
examiner to more readily integrate any information, as written descriptions are not enough to allow the
examiner to build a mental image of the conditions.

Another difference between the illustrated tool and other oral health assessment tools is the fact that the
illustrated tool provides a progressive description, using the appropriate terms, of physical and qualitative
tissue changes in oral structures and other oral health components. The illustrated tool divides levels of
severity into “normal condition,” “mild to moderate abnormal condition,” and “severe abnormal condition.”
Other tools use more static qualifiers for the described condition or terms less tailored to the item being
assessed. For example, OHAT uses the concepts of “healthy,” “changes” and “unhealthy” to describe the
degree of achievement of the parameters it assesses. The progression from a “healthy” to an “unhealthy”
condition of the oral structures is easy to comprehend. However, the “changes” concept involves only the
presence of some variation in the analyzed structures without necessarily indicating either its direction or
extent. In addition, for items assessed in OHAT that are not considered oral structures, the qualification of
“healthy,” “changes” or “unhealthy” does not fully apply. It would be unusual to describe undamaged
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prosthodontics, saliva quality or the concept of pain as healthy, changes or unhealthy. More specific terms
would describe them better.

Compared to the illustrated tool presented in this report, most oral health assessment tools take an individual’s
overall point score into account when qualifying the person’s state of oral health. However, as described in
previous sections of this document, an overall score is not necessarily a reliable indicator of a given
individual’s oral health. Each of the elements that constitutes oral health must be analyzed using a dimension
specific to it, as each element influences oral health differently. As a result, these components must be given
a weighted point value based on their relative importance to determining a person’s oral health status. Overall
scoring would thus properly reflect the person’s state of oral health.

In the illustrated tool, the principle of quantification of changes to the oral structures was eliminated during
development. However, other tools, such as OHAT and BOHSE, estimate the number of changes as “one to
three decayed teeth” or “four or more caries.” Most non-dental healthcare professionals would be hard
pressed to determine the exact number of decayed teeth, in part owing to inexperience in spotting dental
caries and also in a context where the person being examined may provide limited cooperation. OHAT also
indicates that the presence of “one to three decayed teeth” falls into the “changes” category, while the
presence of “four or more caries” is in the “unhealthy” category. On the one hand, questions arise as to the
choice of these quantities as benchmarks in categorizing the condition of a person’s teeth. The reasoning
behind making “one to three decayed teeth” to “four or more caries” lead to a change in level of tooth condition,
to the point that they end up in different categories, was neither evoked nor scientifically justified. On the other
hand, in this rating system, tooth decay severity does not seem to enter into OHAT’s categorization of tooth
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condition. In the illustrated tool, the assessment is different and progressive throughout all levels of the various
categories. We focus on the concept of severity and extent, both with caries and other abnormal oral
conditions, by using photographs. This allows users without advanced oral health training to recognize the
scope of the involvement without having to build a mental image they have neither the training nor the
experience to construct. Adopting these principles for the illustrated tool makes it easier to assess an
individual’s oral health within a limited time frame. It is important to emphasize that the illustrated tool refers
to the concept of quantity solely in assessing removable prosthodontics, as these can be removed from the
individual’s mouth and subsequently assessed. Quantifying changes in removable prosthodontics thus
becomes feasible, with a low risk of error.
Lastly, the illustrated tool is the only existing oral health assessment tool to include a category for dental
implants. Adding this category was justified by the increasingly common presence of dental implants within
the senior population. Abnormal conditions are also associated with them, such as peri-implant mucositis and
peri-implantitis, which may require intervention to enable recovery.
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Section IV: Conclusion
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Data collected on the oral health status of vulnerable seniors in Canada is worrisome. Seniors have particular
difficulty maintaining their oral health owing to loss of autonomy, limited access to professional dental care in
dentists’ offices and low numbers of oral health professionals in nursing homes. For these reasons, it was
determined that early screening for abnormal oral conditions in frail seniors would make it possible to manage
these conditions in a timely manner, thus limiting both any worsening of the abnormal condition and the
complexity of the required treatments. It was also determined that the screening could be carried out by nondental healthcare professionals, as they are in regular contact with frail seniors. Developing a tool for oral
health assessment in seniors designed to be administered by non-dental professionals would appear to be
an effective solution that will help maintain optimal oral health.

Conducted as part of this report, the systematic review of tools for oral health assessment in seniors designed
for non-dental healthcare professionals found that the OHAT, BOHSE, ROAG and DHR tools had a certain
reliability and limited validity in screening for abnormal oral conditions. Overall, all the tools had significant
shortcomings and numerous weaknesses. For this reason, they did not meet the criteria to be considered
reference tools for oral health assessment or abnormal oral condition detection in seniors. One major
shortcoming was the lack of experience in and knowledge of oral health on the part of healthcare professionals
with respect to the condition of oral structures and other oral health components. It is difficult for non-dental
healthcare professionals to construct a mental image of the condition of an oral health structure or component
based solely on a short written description. Including images in a tool for assessing seniors’ oral health that
is designed for non-dental healthcare professionals was a must.

Following the conclusions drawn from the systematic review, a tool for assessing seniors’ oral health that was
primarily image-based, with accompanying brief written descriptions, was developed for use by non-dental
healthcare professionals. Thanks to the images, the tool supports professionals’ decision making in detecting
129

the most common abnormal oral conditions among seniors and prevents professionals from building an
erroneous mental image of the condition based on the provided written description. To support healthcare
professionals through the process, a brief training course on what to look for in assessing oral structures
should be provided. This would improve screening for abnormal oral conditions. The next step should be to
begin the tool validation process, which will accurately determine whether the tool’s psychometric properties,
i.e., those that provide information about the quality of the tool’s measurement, are adequate.
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Appendix I: Research Equations

MEDLINE via PUBMED
#1

"assess*"[All Fields] OR "oral assessment*"[Title/Abstract] OR "screening"[All Fields] OR
"instrument*"[Title/Abstract] OR "index"[Title/Abstract] OR "geriatric assessment*"[MeSH Terms]
OR "Nursing Assessment"[MeSH Terms] OR "Tool assessment"[Title/Abstract]

#2

"oral health"[MeSH Terms] OR "oral health"[Title/Abstract] OR "oral health"[All Fields] OR "Oral
Hygiene"[MeSH Terms] OR "oral disorder"[Title/Abstract] OR "dental"[Title/Abstract] OR
"Toothache"[All Fields] OR "Dental Care for Aged"[MeSH Terms] OR "dental
prosthesis"[Title/Abstract]

#3

"aged"[MeSH Terms] OR "older adults"[Title/Abstract] OR "Frail Elderly"[MeSH Terms] OR "aged,
80 and over"[MeSH Terms]

#4

"nurs*"[Title/Abstract] OR "caregiver*"[MeSH Terms] OR "Nursing"[MeSH Major Topic:noexp] OR
"carer*"[Title/Abstract] OR ("nursing homes"[MeSH Terms] OR ("Nursing"[All Fields] AND
"home*"[All Fields]) OR "nursing home*"[All Fields])

#5

#1 AND #2 AND # 3 AND #4

624

MEDLINE via OVID
#1

assess$.af. or oral assessment$.ab,ti. or screening.af. or instrument.ab,ti. or index.ab,ti. or
geriatric assessment.sh. or Nursing Assessment.sh. or Tool assessment.ab,ti.

#2

oral health.sh. or oral health.ab,ti. or oral health.af. or Oral Hygiene.sh. or oral disorder.ab,ti. or
dental.ab,ti. or Toothache.af. or Dental Care for Aged.sh. or dental prosthesis.ab,ti.

#3

aged.sh. or older adults.ab,ti. or Frail Elderly.sh. or "aged 80 and over".sh.

#4

nurs$.ab,ti. or caregiver$.sh. or Nursing.sh. or carer$.ab,ti. or nursing homes.sh. or (Nursing and
home$).af. or nursing home$.af.

#5

#1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

588

138

EMBASE
#1

#2

geriatric assessment'/exp OR 'dental disease assessment'/exp OR 'assess*' OR 'screening' OR
'instrument':ab,ti OR 'index':ab,ti OR 'oral assessment':ti,ab OR 'nursing assessment'/exp OR
'clinical assessment tool'/exp OR tool:ab,ti
tooth disease'/exp OR 'dental health'/exp OR 'dental care' OR 'tooth pain'/exp OR 'mouth
hygiene'/exp OR 'oral hygiene index'/exp OR 'dental':ab,ti OR 'dental prevention'/exp

#3

aged'/exp OR 'elderly care':ti,ab OR 'functionally impaired':ab,ti OR 'frail elderly':ab,ti OR
'institutionalized elderly':ab,ti OR 'very elderly':ab,ti

#4

nursing home personnel'/exp OR 'nursing'/exp OR 'nursing home'/exp OR 'caregiver'/exp OR
'nurs*':ab,ti OR 'paramedical personnel':ab,ti OR 'nursing assistant':ab,ti

619

COCHRANE
#1

MeSH descriptor: [Geriatric Assessment] this term only

#2

MeSH descriptor: [Nursing Assessment] this term only

#3

("assessment") OR ("screening") OR ("instrument*"):ti,ab,kw OR ("index"):ti,ab,kw OR ("oral
assessment"):ti,ab,kw

#4

#1 OR #2 OR #3

#5

MeSH descriptor: [Oral Health] this term only

#6
#7
#8
#9

MeSH descriptor: [Oral Hygiene] this term only
MeSH descriptor: [Dental Care for Aged] explode all trees
("oral health"):ti,ab,kw OR ("dental"):ti,ab,kw
#5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8

#10

MeSH descriptor: [Aged] in all MeSH products

#11
#12

MeSH descriptor: [Frail Elderly] explode all trees
MeSH descriptor: [Aged, 80 and over] explode all trees

#13

("older adults"):ti,ab,kw OR ("elderly care"):ti,ab,kw OR ("elderly care"):ti,ab,kw

#14
#15
#16
#17

#10 OR #11 OR #12 OR #13
MeSH descriptor: [Caregivers] this term only
MeSH descriptor: [Nursing] in all MeSH products
MeSH descriptor: [Nursing Homes] explode all trees

#18

("carer*"):ti,ab,kw OR ("nurs*"):ti,ab,kw

#19
#20

#15 OR #16 OR #17 OR #18
#4 AND #9 AND 14 AND 19

145

139

CINAHL

#1

#2

#3
#4
#5

DE "Geriatric Assessment" OR TI ("oral assessment" OR "assessment tools" OR "instrument*"
OR "index") OR AB ("oral assessment" OR "assessment tools" OR "instrument*" OR "index") OR
TX ("assess*" OR "screening")
DE ("Oral Health" OR "Dental Health" OR "Teeth") OR TI ("oral health" OR "oral disorders" OR
"oral hygiene" OR "Oral care" OR "mouth care" OR "dental" OR "Dental prothesis") OR AB ("oral
health" OR "oral disorders" OR "oral hygiene" OR "Oral care" OR "mouth care" OR "dental" OR
"Dental prosthesis") OR TX ("oral health" OR "toothache")
DE ("Older Adults" OR "Frail Elderly" OR "80 ") OR TI ("older adults" OR "elderly" OR "geriatric*"
OR "aging" OR "senior*" OR "older people" OR "65+") OR AB ("older adults" OR "elderly" OR
"geriatric*" OR "aging" OR "senior*" OR "older people" OR "65+")
DE ("Caregivers" OR "Nursing" OR "Nursing Homes") OR TI ("nurs*" OR "carer*") OR AB ("nurs*"
OR "carer*") OR TX ("nursing home*")

467

#1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

AGELINE
#1

#2

#3
#4
#5

DE "Geriatric Assessment" OR TI ("oral assessment" OR "assessment tools" OR "instrument*" OR
"index") OR AB ("oral assessment" OR "assessment tools" OR "instrument*" OR "index") OR TX
("assess*" OR "screening")
DE ("Oral Health" OR "Dental Health" OR "Teeth") OR TI ("oral health" OR "oral disorders" OR
"oral hygiene" OR "Oral care" OR "mouth care" OR "dental" OR "Dental prothesis") OR AB ("oral
health" OR "oral disorders" OR "oral hygiene" OR "Oral care" OR "mouth care" OR "dental" OR
"Dental prosthesis") OR TX ("oral health" OR "toothache")
DE ("Older Adults" OR "Frail Elderly" OR "80 ") OR TI ("older adults" OR "elderly" OR "geriatric*"
OR "aging" OR "senior*" OR "older people" OR "65+") OR AB ("older adults" OR "elderly" OR
"geriatric*" OR "aging" OR "senior*" OR "older people" OR "65+")
DE ("Caregivers" OR "Nursing" OR "Nursing Homes") OR TI ("nurs*" OR "carer*") OR AB ("nurs*"
OR "carer*") OR TX ("nursing home*")
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#1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

140

WEB OF SCIENCE
#1

ALL=("assess*" OR "screening") OR TS=("oral assessment" OR "instrument*" OR "index" OR
"tool assessment" OR "geriatric assessment" OR "Nursing assessment")

#2

TS=("Oral health" OR "Oral disorder" OR "dental" OR "dental prosthesis" OR "Oral hygiene")
OR ALL=("Oral health" OR "Toothache")

#3

TS=("Aged" OR "Frail elderly" OR "aged 80" OR "Older adults")

#4

ALL=("Nursing homes") OR TS=("Nurs*" OR "Caregiver*" OR "Carer*")

#5

#1 AND #2 AND #3 AND #4

466

GOOGLE SCHOLAR
("assessment" OR "screening" OR "instrument" OR "index" OR "tool")
("Oral health" OR "Oral disorder" OR "Oral disease" OR "dental" OR "dental prosthesis" OR "Oral
hygiene" OR "Toothache")
("Frail elderly" OR "aged 80" OR "Older adults")
("Nursing homes" OR "Nursing" OR "Carers" OR "Caregiver")
("assessment" OR "screening" OR "instrument" OR "index" OR "tool") AND ("Oral health" OR "Oral"
OR "dental" OR "dental prosthesis" OR "Oral hygiene" OR "Toothache") AND ("Frail elderly" OR
"Older adults") AND ("Nursing homes" OR "Nursing" OR "Carers")

980

("assessment" OR "screening" OR "tool") AND ("Oral health" OR "Oral" OR "dental") AND ("Frail
elderly" OR "Older adults") AND ("Nursing homes" OR "Nursing" OR "Carers")
assessment screening tool instrument index Oral dental "dental prosthesis" toothache elderly Older
Nursing Carers Caregiver
assessment screening tool "Oral health" Oral dental "Frail elderly" "Older adults" "Nursing homes"
Nursing Carers
assessment screening tool oral dental elderly "Older adults" Nursing Carers "Oral Health"
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Appendix II: Identified Tools
a. Oral Health Screening Tool for Nursing Personnel (OHSTNP)

Tsukada S, Ito K, Stegaroiu R, Shibata S, Ohuchi A. An oral health and function screening tool for nursing
personnel of long-term care facilities to identify the need for dentist referral without preliminary training.
Gerodontology [Online]. Jun 2017 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];34(2):232‑9. Available:
http://doi.wiley.com/10.1111/ger.12255
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b. Oral Health Assessment Tool (OHAT)

Chalmers J, King P, Spencer A, Wright F, Carter K. The Oral Health Assessment Tool — Validity and reliability. Aust Dental J [Online]. Sept 2005 [cited
on 25 Apr 2021];50(3):191‑9. Available: http://doi.wiley.com/10.1111/j.1834-7819.2005.tb00360.x

143

c. Revised Oral Assessment Guide (ROAG)

Andersson P, Hallberg IR, Renvert S. lnter-rater reliability of an oral assessment guide for elderly patients residing in a rehabilitation ward. Special
Care in Dentistry [Online]. Sept 2002 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];22(5):181‑6. Available: http://doi.wiley.com/10.1111/j.1754-4505.2002.tb00268.x
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d. Revised Oral Assessment Guide-Jönköping (ROAG-J)

Johansson I, Jansson H, Lindmark U. Oral Health Status of Older Adults in Sweden Receiving Elder Care: Findings From Nursing
Assessments. Nursing Research [Online]. May 2016 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];65(3):215‑23. Available: https://journals.lww.com/00006199201605000-00006
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e. Minimum Data Set (MDS)
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Hawes C, Morris JN, Phillips CD, Mor V, Fries BE, Nonemaker S. Reliability Estimates for The Minimum
Data Set for Nursing Home Resident Assessment and Care Screening (MDS). The Gerontologist [Online]. 1
Apr 1995 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];35(2):172‑8. Available: https://academic.oup.com/gerontologist/articlelookup/doi/10.1093/geront/35.2.172
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f. Minimum Data Set / Resident Assessment Protocols (MDS/RAP) – Section oral health

Arvidson-Bufano UB, Blank LW, Yellowitz JA. Nurses’ oral health assessments of nursing home residents pre- and post-training: A pilot study.
Special Care in Dentistry [Online]. Mar 1996 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];16(2):58‑64. Available: http://doi.wiley.com/10.1111/j.1754-4505.1996.tb00835.x
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g. Minimum Data Set for Home Care (MDS-HC)
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Exerpt from the following address : www.interrai.org
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APPENDIX S
MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

h. InterRAI Home Care (InterRAI-HC)

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community Environments July 2015
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APPENDIX S
MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community Environments July 2015
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APPENDIX S
MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community Environments July 2015
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MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
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APPENDIX S
MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community Environments July 2015
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MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community
July 2015
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APPENDIX S
MDS-HC Assessment Version 9
Look for physically disabled individuals who are functionally impaired, or who have acquired a cognitive loss, that results in the need for
assistance

Rev. 07/08
Service Options Using Resources in Community Environments July 2015
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i. Optimized photograph-supported Oral Health-Related sectionInterRAI (OHR-InterRAI)
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Krausch-Hofmann S, Tran TD, Janssens B, Declerck D, Lesaffre E, de Almeida Mello J, et al.
Assessment of oral health in older adults by non-dental professional caregivers—development and
validation of a photograph-supported oral health–related section for the interRAI suite of instruments. Clin
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Oral Invest [Online]. 16 Nov 2020 [cited on 25 Apr 2021]; Available:
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/s00784-020-03669-8

168

j. Dental Hygiene Registration (DHR)

Fjeld KG, Eide H, Mowe M, Hove LH, Willumsen T. Dental hygiene registration: development, and reliability and validity testing of an assessment
scale designed for nurses in institutions. J Clin Nurs [Online]. Jul 2017 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];26(13‑14):1845‑53. Available:
http://doi.wiley.com/10.1111/jocn.13452
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k. General Oral Health Assessment Index (GOHAI)

Adapted from Atchison KA, Dolan TA. Development of the Geriatric Oral Health Assessment Index. J Dent Educ. Nov 1990;54(11):680‑7.
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l. Oral Assessment Sheet (OAS)

Yanagisawa S, Nakano M, Goto T, Yoshioka M, Shirayama Y. Development of an Oral Assessment Sheet for Evaluating Older Adults in Nursing
Homes. Research in Gerontological Nursing [Online]. Sept 2017 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];10(5):234‑9. Available:
http://journals.healio.com/doi/10.3928/19404921-20170621-04
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N ormal-0

Mild 1

T H ROAT
Moderate 2

Study N O
Severe 3

1) Lips
2) Teeth

Smooth/pink/moist
Clean

Dry/no cracks
Film localised plaque over teeth

Dry/cracks
Film of plaque over teeth in most areas

Dentures

Clean

Film localised plaque over teeth

Film of plaque over teeth in most areas

Both

Clean

Film localised plaque over teeth

Film of plaque over teeth in most areas

3) Gums/Gingiva

Coral Pink/moist

4) Mucous membrane

Coral Pink/moist

5) Palate

Coral Pink/moist

Mild inﬂammation/slight redness/slight
oedema
Mild inﬂammation/slight redness/slight
oedema
Mild inﬂammation/slight redness/slight
oedema

Moderate inﬂammation/redness/
oedema/glazing
Moderate inﬂammation/redness/
oedema/glazing
Moderate inﬂammation/redness/
oedema/glazing

6) Tongue

Pink/moist/no coating

Slight coating evident

coating evident/cracks/small ulcers

7) Floor of mouth

Pink/moist/no coating

Slight coating evident

coating evident/cracks/small ulcers

8) Smell

No smell

Noticeable smell on breath

9) Saliva

Watery consistency

Slight smell on breath only noticed
close up
Slight thickening

Ulceration/sores/bleeding
Heavy visible deposits of plaque on and
between teeth
Heavy visible deposits of plaque on and
between teeth
Heavy visible deposits of plaque on and
between teeth
Severe inﬂammation/marked redness/
oedema/ulceration/bleeding
Severe inﬂammation/marked redness/
oedema/ulceration/bleeding
Severe inﬂammation/marked redness/
oedema/ulceration/bleeding/thick
mucous patches
thick coating/discoloured/blistered/
ulcerations/cracks/bleeding
thick coating/discoloured/blistered/
ulcerations/cracks/bleeding
Strong smell on breath

Thick and Ropy

No saliva

Score

Comment

Dickinson H, Watkins C, Leathley M. The development of the THROAT: the holistic and reliable oral assessment tool. Clinical Effectiveness in Nursing
[Online]. Sept 2001 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];5(3):104‑10. Available: https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S1361900401902213
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m. The Holistic and Reliable Oral Assessment Tool (THROAT)

APPEN DIX 1

n. Mucosal-Plaque Score (MPS)

Adapted from Henriksen BM, Ambjørnsen E, Axéll TE. Evaluation of a mucosal-plaque index (MPS) designed to assess oral care in
groups of elderly. Spec Care Dentist. Aug 1999;19(4):154‑7.
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o. Brief Oral Health Status Examination (BOHSE)

Kayser-Jones J, Bird WF, Paul SM, Long L, Schell ES. An Instrument To Assess the Oral Health Status of Nursing Home Residents. The Gerontologist
[Online]. 1 Dec 1995 [cited on 25 Apr 2021];35(6):814‑24. Available: https://academic.oup.com/gerontologist/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/geront/35.6.814
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Appendix III: Canadian Oral Health Screening Tool for
seniors

Canadian Oral Health Screening Tool for Seniors
Characteristic

0 = Normal condition

1 = Mild to moderate abnormal condition

2 = Severe abnormal condition

Lips

Mucosa of cheeks
and lips

Gums and palate

Tongue

The images shown in this tool represent some examples of normal and abnormal oral conditions.
Page 1 of 2

© Christian Caron

The images included in this tool represent only a few examples of normal and abnormal oral conditions.
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Characteristic

0 = Normal condition

1 = Mild to moderate abnormal condition

2 = Severe abnormal condition

Saliva

Teeth

Dental prosthesis
Upper
Full
Partial
Missing
Lower
Full
Partial
Missing

Implants

Hygiene of teeth
and dental
prosthesis

Pain
No pain
Occasional
The images shown in this tool represent some examples of normal and abnormal oral conditions.

Frequent
Page 2 of 2

© Christian Caron

The images shown in this tool represent only a few examples of normal and abnormal oral conditions.
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Appendix IV: Assessment record - Canadian Oral Health Screening Tool for
Seniors
Canadian Oral Health Screening Tool for Seniors–Assessment record
Name of person assessed: _______________________________Date of birth (YYYY/MM/DD): ____/__/__ Date of evaluation (YYYY/MM/DD): ___/__/__
Characteristic

0 = Normal condition

1 = Mild to moderate abnormal condition

2 = Severe abnormal condition

Lips

Pink color* and uniform texture,
well-defined lip contour

☐

Red, dry and swollen

☐

Ulcer with or without bleeding

☐

Mucosaof cheeks
and lips

Pink color* and uniform texture

☐

Localized rednessor white patch(es).
Single ulcer of lessthan 0.5 cm

☐

Generalized rednessor white patch(es).
Single ulcer larger than 0.5 cm or multiple ulcers

☐

Gumsand palate

Pink color* and uniform texture

☐

Localized rednessor swelling of the gums, palate or
under the dental prosthesis

☐

Generalized rednessor swelling of the gums, palate or under
the dental prosthesis. Spontaneousbleeding. Ulcer(s)

☐

Tongue

Pink color* and uniform texture

☐

Circumscribed change in color, smooth surface,
localized lossof texture uniformity, localized white
patch(es).

☐

Generalized change in color or appearance, extensive lossof
texture uniformity, generalized white patch(es). Ulcer(s)

☐

Saliva

Abundant salivacovering mucosa,
tongue, and teeth. Shiny and moist
oral tissues

☐

Thin film of salivacovering oral mucosa, tongue,
and teeth. Shiny and moist oral tissues

☐

Visible lack of salivaor limited amount of salivacovering the
mucosa, tongue, and teeth. Dull and dry-looking oral tissues

No observable damage to the tooth
structure. No dental mobility

☐

Surface cavity(ies), minor tooth fracture. Dental
mobility without risk of tooth falling out

☐

Deep cavity(ies) with lossof tooth structure, teeth with major
fracture or broken at the root, presence of sharp tooth edge.
Dental mobility with risk of tooth falling out

☐

Structure undamaged. Adequate
stability and retention. Denture’s
(partial or full) identification labeling is
done

☐

Minor break: one artificial tooth broken, worn or
missing; alteration of portion of the structure
having little to no impact on the denture’s(partial
or full) function. Adequate stability and retention.
Denture’s(partial or full) not identified

☐

Major break: several artificial teeth broken, worn or missing;
alteration of portion of the structure, affecting the denture’s
(partial or full). Inadequate stability and retention. Denture’s
(partial or full) not identified

☐

Implants

Absence of rednessand swelling of the
mucosaaround the implant. Absence
of dental plaque, calculus, or food
debris

☐

Rednessof mucosaaround the implant.
Localized dental plaque, calculus, and food debris

☐

Rednessand swelling of the mucosaaround the implant;
mobility of the implant. Generalized dental plaque, calculus,
and food debrison the implant

☐

Hygiene of teeth and dental
prosthesis

Absence of dental plaque, calculus,
and food debris

☐

Localized dental plaque, calculus, and food debris

☐

Generalized dental plaque, calculus, and food debris. Foul
mouth odour

☐

Pain**

No sign of dental pain

☐

Occasional signsof mild to moderate intensity:
screams, aggressiveness, moaning, tendency to
touch or bite the painful area

☐

Frequent signsof severe intensity:
screams, aggressiveness, moaning, tendency to touch or bite
the painful area

☐

Teeth
☐Present
☐Missing

Dental Prosthesis
Upper
☐Full
☐Partial
☐Missing

Lower
☐Full
☐Partial
☐Missing

*Color may vary from one ethnicgroup to another. **Pain must be associated with an abnormal condition of the oral structures.
Refer to an oral health professional or a physician. For more information, please consult the Intervention Guide.

Local intervention measures may be necessary.

© Christian Caron
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Appendix V: Intervention Guide - Canadian Oral Health Screening Tool for
Seniors
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Appendix VI: Guidance for administration - Canadian
Oral Health Screening Tool for Seniors
Guidance for administration
The illustrated tool for assessing oral health makes it possible to identify the most common abnormal oral and
dysfunctional prosthesis conditions among seniors. Here is some information about its use.
Persons who can be assessed using the illustrated tool
Any senior who, for health or autonomy reasons, cannot get to an oral health professional office
Health professionals who can administer the tool
The illustrated assessment tool was designed for use by non-dental health professionals.
Place of administration
The tool must be administered in a safe, quiet setting where aseptic measures can be followed. The senior
should preferably be seated in a chair, wheelchair or geriatric chair. If necessary, the senior may remain lying
down in bed.
Instruments
Headlamp (preferred) or sufficient artificial light with a tongue depressor. The use of 2x2” gauze pads is
optional.
Aseptic measures
Using the illustrated tool requires that universal aseptic measures be applied and followed. These include
handwashing and wearing of masks, single-use gloves, and protective eyewear. It should be noted that the
assessment sheet, on which observations made during the assessment are noted, must be completed while
following applicable aseptic measures.
Administration of the tool


Remove any removable denture (partial or full) from the senior’s mouth before beginning the
assessment.



Begin by assessing the oral structures, followed by the other components of oral health, such as
saliva, dental protheses, implants, dental and dental protheses hygiene, and pain. It should be noted
that the dental protheses must be assessed outside of the senior’s mouth.



Systematically follow the order of the items to be assessed as they are set out in the tool.
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For each item in the tool, select one of the three photos that best matches the condition of the
structure or oral health component, with the help of the written description on the tool’s assessment
sheet.



Keep alert for any verbal or facial expression of pain—words, cries of pain, gestures, or physical or
behavioural signs—that will help you select the pain level. The pain must be related to the presence
of an abnormal oral condition.

After the assessment
If any abnormal oral conditions were observed during the assessment, consult the suggested instructions and
actions in the tool’s Intervention Guide.
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